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Abstract

The spin Hall magnetoresistance (SHMR) is a recently discovered effect
that occurs in a normal metal (NM) that is in contact with a magnetic mate-
rial. An insulating magnetic material is ideal as it prevents other magnetic
effects by confining the electrons to the NM. To study this a new method
for making yttrium iron garnet (YIG) has been developed using sputter-
ing techniques so that devices are quicker and cheaper to produce than by
existing liquid phase epitaxy (LPE). The YIG material magnetic proper-
ties were extensively characterised up to 280 nm thick. The magnetisation
drops below the bulk value in thin samples believed to be caused by a con-
taminated layer at the substrate interface. As the SHMR is an interface
effect the roughness of the films is important and was investigated by X
ray reflectivity (XRR) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The crystal
structure was investigated using transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
The SHMR is also significantly improved by a factor of 3 after treating
YIG with piranha acid before metals are deposited on top.

For SHMR measurements platinum was used first and provided similar
results to what is found in the literature. The angular dependence has been
measured in a cryostat using four probe resistance measurements with a
split pair magnet that allows the sample to be rotated in any direction rel-
ative to the applied field. This shows excellent agreement with the theory
and was studied for the temperature range of 1.5 K - 300 K. This data has
then been fitted using various models for the spin diffusion length and the
conclusion reached is that a variation of the Elliot-Yafet mechanism (EY)
is the most likely explanation for the observed temperature dependence.
The same effect was found to occur in tungsten but with the important
difference that it has a negative temperature coefficient of resistivity. This
has been successfully fitted with the same spin relaxation models as the
platinum. The tungsten is not believed to be in the beta phase, something
which if achieved in further work could allow the size of the effect be im-
proved by an order of magnitude up to several percent and so potentially
allow the effect to have applications in a device.
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Introduction
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Spintronics is an active research area of solid state physics that incorporates both the
spin and charge of electrons. This is primarily aimed at developing the next genera-
tion of computing technology with enhanced speed and efficiency over current hard-
ware. The first electronic computer was designed and build by Thomas Flowers to aid
in cryptanalysis during the second world war [1; 2]. This machine, Colossus, used
thermionic valves that could be programmed to perform basic logic operations. These
valves were subsequently replaced by the first solid state devices, such as the transistor,
enabling devices to become smaller and more powerful. The digital revolution that fol-
lowed continued to develop charge carrier based devices until the 1980s when the first
major discoveries were made that involved the spin of the electron signalling the next
phase of evolution in electronics. In 1985 it was observed that spin polarised electrons
could be injected into a normal metal by passing a charge current through a magnetic
material that enabled the spin polarised current itself to be studied more directly [3].
An important effect attributed to spin known as giant magnetoresistance (GMR) was
independently discovered by two different groups that soon found widespread appli-
cations in the form of spin valves [4; 5]. This effect was widely used in devices such
as random access memory (MRAM) and to make read heads for hard disc drives, the
result of which has been an exponential increase in electronic data storage capacity.
This has now been expanded on to make magnetic tunnel junctions where electrons
can tunnel across a thin insulating barrier between two FM layers.

Spin is an intrinsic angular momentum of a fixed quantity possessed by many quan-
tum particles including the electron. Where there is a quantisation axis this momentum
has two possible states defined as spin up and spin down. Coupled with the electrons
charge this angular momentum provides a magnetic moment that is approximately
equal to one Bohr magneton defined by equation 1.1.

µB =
e~

2me

(1.1)

A spin current is any process by which there is a net change in the spatial distri-
bution of the spin orientation for a group of electrons. This results in a net flow of
angular momentum but without the need for a net flow of charge current and hence no
Joule heating that results in energy loss [3; 6–9]. Spin currents can also propagate by
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collective excitations in a magnetic lattice known as magnons [10–14]. This is anal-
ogous to phonons and similarly magnons are caused by thermal excitation of a spin
lattice. These magnons reduce the spontaneous magnetisation of a magnetic material
as a function of temperature up to the Curie point where the ordered magnetisation is
lost [15; 16].

To create spin currents several methods have been developed. They can be gen-
erated using ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) where the spin vector of electrons in a
ferromagnet are made to precess around an applied magnetic field. The resulting spin
current can then be injected into an adjacent material, a process known as spin pump-
ing [17–19]. This is the spintronic equivalent of a battery. When a charge current is
passed through a magnetised material the electrons become spin polarised. As this spin
polarised current then moves into a NM the spin polarisation relaxes over a spin diffu-
sion length. This is a local injection of a spin current. In a spin valve the spin polarised
current can be injected into another FM material where it interacts by the process of
spin torque transfer. This exchanges the spin orientation of the current and FM elec-
trons, even to the extent that the magnetisation of the FM can be reversed without an
external field applied [20–24].

Spin currents also occur in materials by the spin Hall effect and anomalous spin
Hall effect [25; 26]. This is due to a relativistic effect known as the spin orbit interac-
tion. When an electron moves in the electric field of an atomic nucleus, the spin of the
electron couples to an effective magnetic field. This interaction requires a correction
to the Dirac equation which is spin dependent and results in spin dependent scattering
of the electrons. This can give rise to a transverse spin current which is particularly
strong in metals with a high atomic number such as platinum and tungsten. This is
not limited to metals however and semiconductors including organic materials can be
used as active layers in spin valve devices and also exhibit spin related effects [27–32].
Thermal effects have also been investigated and it has been found that temperature gra-
dients can also produce spin currents. One example of this is the spin Seebeck effect
that is part of the growing topic of spin caloritronics [33–39].
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1.1 Thesis layout

A recent addition to the known spin based effects is spin Hall magnetoresistance
(SHMR) first reported in 2012 [40]. This new effect has been confirmed showing the
effect in platinum but controversy has arisen about how to fit the experimental evidence
to the theory [41–46]. The work presented in this thesis has been undertaken to gain
further insight into this phenomenon and to model the fundamental parameters of spin
transport in the materials used. The results will show that the existing effect has been
matched in our experiments and new experiments have been done that has added to
our knowledge of the effect. From this data a model for spin transport properties in
platinum and tungsten is proposed to explain the effect.

1.1 Thesis layout

An introduction to the basic principles of spintronics is presented in chapter 2 and
discusses the current state of this field published in the literature. This provides both
the background knowledge that this work aims to contribute towards as well as the
necessary science that was used to guide this research. There is a number of known
spin transport effects that will be reviewed as well as the methods used to measure
them. In particular the main focus is on the concept of spin Hall magnetoresistance
and discusses the theoretical model that was developed to explain the effect. Crucially
the literature provides a mathematical model that the experimental results could be
tested against. The key material, YIG, is fundamental to this work and the reasons
why this is the case are discussed and its properties will be presented alongside the
current methods used to manufacture it.

The techniques that were used to make the materials and to evaluate the quality of
them are then discussed in detail in chapter 3. This takes up a considerable amount
of the work presented here and throughout subsequent chapters reflecting the many
refinements that were made to the processes based on what these tests showed. The
techniques used to evaluate the YIG include X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray reflectiv-
ity (XRR), vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM), Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Feedback from these led to a pioneering
new recipe to make the material to a high quality by using sputtering, something which
had previously not been very successful. The SHMR measurement techniques are then
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1.1 Thesis layout

described which combine magnetic and cryogenic apparatus to allow the spin transport
properties of metals to be studied over a broad range of temperature.

The results from the tests made on the quality and properties of YIG are presented
in chapter 4. This will show the data that determined what the optimum conditions that
produce the best material. The results of this will also be compared to YIG methods
found in the literature to show the success of the new sputtering method. This section
also includes experiments done on the metals that are deposited on top and the results
of using different treatments on the YIG material. XRR and XRD measurements are
presented that gives information on the thicknesses and crystal structure of the YIG.

In chapter 5 the SHMR results are presented. Here it will focus on the work done
in platinum wires that is the main material used for studying the effect. The angular
rotations are given showing how it matches with theory before the full temperature
dependence is given. Also included is the other transport properties of the platinum
in particular the effect of thickness on the resistivity. This is done for the different
treatments and thicknesses of platinum and show how the experiments evolved to give
the expected size of the effect as a result of the improvements made in the sample
preparation. SHMR is also measured in platinum with copper and gold spacers inserted
which show further confirmation of the results given in the literature. The data is
then fitted with the existing theory using several different assumptions that lead to the
conclusions drawn from the experiments. Also there is discussion of the problems
and other effects that were important to be aware of that affected the measurements
including other MR properties of the platinum.

The most original results of this work are in tungsten presented in chapter 6. This
material has not been observed to produce the SHMR by any other research group at
the time of this thesis and here we find new results to compare with the platinum data in
the previous chapter. In particular the tungsten results are in contrast with the platinum
resistivity trends and so the differences are discussed and fitted with the same models.
The SHMR temperature dependence is fitted with the same models and the resistivity
trends allow a more complete understanding of the spin diffusion length temperature
dependence. There are still some issues around the tungsten that need to be resolved
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1.1 Thesis layout

and the data for this is given which demonstrates why there is more work still to be
done to fully understand the tungsten results.

Chapter 7 brings together the conclusions that have been drawn about all the dif-
ferent aspects of the work from the different results section. These are then critically
discussed and compared to conclusions drawn by other groups. The results are still
open to some interpretation and so the reasons for this are discussed and suggestions
for future work are made. In particular the tungsten data needs more research and
opens he possibility not only for a better understanding of the SHMR effect but could
also provide the possibility of using it for practical applications.
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CHAPTER 2

Theoretical background
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2.1 Electrical conductivity

2.1 Electrical conductivity

An electric field applied to a conductor causes a charge current to flow that is depen-
dent on the electron mobility. This mobility is subjected to scattering events that can
come from several sources. Defects and impurities in a metal are the main source of re-
sistivity at low temperatures as these cause scattering events and give rise to the finite
resistivity at 0 K known as the residual resistivity. At higher temperatures electron-
electron and electron-phonon scattering add to the residual resistivity. These extra
sources of scattering events reduce the mean free path of the electrons. For a NM the
resistivity can be generalised to the following form in equation 2.1.

ρ = ρ0 + αT (2.1)

As one of the spatial dimensions of a material is reduced, the mean free path of
the electron becomes shortened. This can be modelled using the Fuchs-Sondheimer
relation approximated numerically by equation 2.2 [47];

ρ

ρ0

= 1 +
3

8

l0
d

(1− p) (2.2)

where ρ0 is the bulk resistivity, d is the film thickness, l0 is the electron mean free
path in the bulk. A specularity parameter p is included that models the direction the
electrons scatter from the surface.

For a disordered metal there are other effects to be considered. The lack of any
long range order reduces the charge carrier mobility significantly as well as increas-
ing the residual resistivity significantly [48]. Strong impurities and defects can also
result in Anderson localisation. Quantum mechanical treatment of conduction elec-
trons are based on the overlapping of different conduction paths for an electron and
a high degree of disorder gives rise interference effects that produce self intersecting
paths. When this occurs an electron can be confined to a local region of the material
travelling in a circular pattern resulting in a positive correction to the resistivity. The
resistivity trends can be used to determine the momentum scattering time tempera-
ture dependence. From this we can select an appropriate model for the spin diffusion
length.
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2.2 Spin currents

2.2 Spin currents

A spin current is a phenomenon that is based on the spatial movement of angular
momentum. The angular momentum arises from the spin of the electron. This is the
fundamental property that takes a similar role as the charge in an electrical current.
The definition of a charge current, jc, is based on the principle of charge conservation.
For any system where charge cannot be created or destroyed the charge current density
can be written in relation to the time derivative of charge density ρq. This law is called
the continuity equation of charge given by equation 2.3 [49].

ρ̇q = −∇ · jc (2.3)

For a spin current it is angular momentum that takes the analogous role of charge.
For many quantum particles including electrons there is an intrinsic angular momen-
tum in addition to its orbital angular momentum. This intrinsic angular momentum of
an electron is referred to as its spin. Unlike charge however, spin is not a conserved
quantity. Spin can be generated by magnetic processes and are also lost by the process
of spin relaxation. Because of this the definition of a spin current needs to be modified
to take account of this non-conservation given by equation 2.4 [6].

dM

dt
= −∇ · js + T (2.4)

Here M denotes the magnetisation which is the magnetic moment density from the
sum of the electron spins. The spin current density js in this equation provides the
definition of a spin current. T is the relaxation term that can be defined only if the
Lagrangian of a system can be defined. Where this is not possible the term can be
treated phenomenologically [6]. A basic model for the spin relaxation can be defined
by a decay constant τsf in equation 2.5.

T = −(M−M0)/τsf (2.5)

In a ferromagnet the force acting on conduction electrons is determined by its
chemical potential µ which is a spin dependent property. The total angular momentum
in a ferromagnet is derived from the sum total of the individual spins that has a finite
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2.2 Spin currents

value due to the exchange interaction. A spin current can be injected from a ferromag-
net into a normal metal by passing a charge current across the interface. The charge
current in the FM is spin polarised due to the unequal density of states for the different
spin orientations at the Fermi energy. The total charge current is given by the sum
of the two spin dependent charge current components jc = j↑ + j↓ for up and down
spin. The chemical potential and conductivity can then be written in terms of the spin
orientation which gives a spin current, js, defined by equation 2.6;

js =
~
2e

(j↑ − j↓) =
~

2e2
∇(σ↑µ↑ + σ↓µ↓) (2.6)

where σ↑ (σ↓) represents the spin up (spin down) conductivity, and µ↑ (µ↓) is the
spin up (spin down) chemical potential. The driving force for the charge current is
represented by the gradient of the electrochemical potential. The gradient is typically
different for the two metals as they have different conductivity and is shown by the
dashed line in figure 2.1. As a spin polarised current passes into the NM the chemical
potentials for the different spin orientations diverge over a short distance, over which
there is spin accumulation in the NM. The spins relax as the NM has a density of states
that is spin independent and so the charge current loses its spin polarisation. This is
where the non-conservation of spin current occurs over a distance defined by the spin
diffusion length.

Figure 2.1: Spatial variation of spin dependent chemical potential across a current
carrying FM/NM interface. Spin accumulation occurs in the NM due to this spin de-
pendence over a small distance from the interface. Image taken from [50].

The spin polarisation in the FM is represented by the conductivities of the two states
being unequal. As the conduction electrons move into the NM the chemical potentials
have to be continuous however there can be a small difference in real devices due to
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2.3 Spin relaxation mechanisms

the interface contact resistance. The gap between the dashed line on each side of the
interface ∆µ is called the spin accumulation voltage representing the loss in potential
for the electron as it is no longer in a FM material. In the NM this results in a spin
accumulation that dissipates over a length scale that is characterised by LsN called the
spin diffusion length. In the FM near the interface the spin current is suppressed due
to a back flow of spin polarised electrons induced by the accumulation in the NM also
characterised by a spin diffusion length LsF .

2.3 Spin relaxation mechanisms

The spin of an electron is subject to relaxation over a timescale τsf . The distance
the electron travels in this time is the spin diffusion length λ. This length scale is a
limiting factor in the use of spintronic devices and so measurement of it is important.
It is derived from the spin flip time τsf and the diffusion constant D. The diffusion of
a current is given by the density of electrons, n, and a diffusion constant D in equation
2.7.

jdiffusion = −eD∇n (2.7)

The diffusion constant is related to the momentum scattering time τp by the relation
in equation 2.8 [50].

D ∝ τp (2.8)

The final expression for the spin diffusion length is determined by the product of
the diffusion constant and the spin relaxation time in equation 2.9.

λ =
√
Dτsf (2.9)

To determine how the spin diffusion length behaves it is necessary to determine
how the spin relaxation time varies in relation to the momentum scattering time. For
this several mechanisms have been proposed and will now be discussed.
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2.3.1 Elliot-Yafet

The first idea that conduction electron spins can relax due to to momentum scattering
was proposed by Elliot in 1954 [51]. The lattice ions in a metal induce spin-orbit
coupling in the conduction electron wave function with a periodic Bloch state potential
that can be written as equation 2.10;

Vso =
~

4m2c2
∇Vsc × p̂ · σ̂ (2.10)

where Vsc is the scalar periodic lattice potential, p̂ is the linear momentum operator
and σ̂ are the Pauli matrices [50]. Single electron wave functions now become a mix-
ture of Pauli spin-up and spin-down states. As a result the combination of spin-orbit
coupling and momentum scattering results in spin relaxation. A further modification
to this was made by Yafet to take phonons into account to give the full Elliot-Yafet
mechanism [52]. From this model the momentum scattering time, τp is proportional to
the spin relaxation time τs in equation 2.11.

τs ∝ τp (2.11)

As the resistivity of a material is based on the momentum scattering time this gives
a prediction of the behaviour for the spin diffusion length as a function of temper-
ature. For a NM the Elliot-Yafet mechanism gives a spin diffusion length inversely
proportional to temperature given by equation 2.12.

λ ∝ 1

T
(2.12)

An illustration of this mechanism in action is shown on the left in figure 2.2. In
any given system there can be many different contributions to the spin relaxation and
so the Elliot-Yafet theory applies to a material where the relaxation is dominated by
one cause.

2.3.2 D’akanov Perel

An alternative mechanism of spin relaxation was developed for materials with a lack of
Rashba type inversion symmetry [54; 55]. The lack of inversion symmetry comes from
momentum spin states that are not degenerate. This mechanism is most commonly
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of EY and DP spin relaxation mechanisms with different rela-
tions between momentum and spin relaxation time. Taken from [53].

found in semiconductors where two distinct atoms in the Bravais lattice breaks the
inversion symmetry. This spin splitting can be described by an intrinsic k-dependent
magnetic field around which the electron spin precesses. This field is derived from
spin-orbit coupling in the band structure and the spin precesses with a Larmor fre-
quency, Ω(k). The Hamiltonian for this is given by equation 2.13.

H(k) =
1

2
~σ ·Ω(k) (2.13)

The momentum scattering and momentum dependent scattering lead to spin de-
phasing. The spin relaxation occurs when the electron is travelling between scattering
events as pictured on the right of figure 2.2. The mechanism becomes more effective
as the time between scattering events increases. The more frequently it scatters, the
less time it spends travelling in any one direction hence the less time it has to dephase
resulting in a longer spin relaxation time. The relation between the spin relaxation time
and momentum scattering is thus given by equation 2.14 [50].

1

τs
= Ω2(k)τsf (2.14)

The most important difference between the EY and the DP mechanisms is their
opposite dependence on the momentum scattering time. Strong scattering makes the
EY mechanism more effective and the DP processes less effective. This due to the fact
that in the EY process the loss of phase occurs only during a collision. In the case of
the DP process, spin phases are randomised between collisions, since electrons precess
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2.4 Exchange spin current

with different frequencies depending on their momenta. Experimentally we can make
a distinction between the two mechanisms by investigating the dependence of their
spin diffusion lengths on resistivity. Since the diffusion constant is proportional to
τp, for the DP mechanism this cancels with the dependence of spin relaxation time.
For a degenerate electron system this means that the spin diffusion length should be a
constant that is independent of resistivity.

Two other mechanisms have been described but are not relevant to the work in this
thesis [50]. The Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism is a theory that applies to semiconduc-
tors due to its dependence on electron-hole pairs [56]. The other is the Hyperfine-
interaction mechanism that is related to the DP mechanism by spin dephasing and is
found in quantum dot systems. It has been established that this interaction is too weak
to cause effective spin relaxation in metals due to the itinerant nature of the electrons
[57].

2.4 Exchange spin current

Spin currents can also be carried in the form of spin waves where neighbouring spins
are coupled together and move collectively. In a magnetic material the exchange inter-
action couples the spin on neighbouring electrons to each other in the same direction
that gives rise to the net magnetic moment. This is given by equation 2.15 where the
exchange integral J is derived from the overlap of the wave functions of the electrons.
The sign if the exchange integral determines wether the coupling between spins are
ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic.

Ei = −2J
∑
j

si · sj (2.15)

To understand how a spin current can be carried in an ordered magnetic system we
first consider how an individual electron interacts with an applied magnetic field. The
magnetic moment of the electron experiences a torque that tries to align it with the
direction of the applied field. However as the magnetic moment is created because of
the electrons angular momentum the torque causes the moment to precess around the
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direction of the applied field in the same manner as a rotating object being acted upon
by gravity. This is given by the Landau-Lifshitz equation 2.16 where the time deriva-
tive of the magnetisation vector is related to the applied field H and the gyromagnetic
ratio γ.

dM

dt
= −γM×H (2.16)

The angular frequency of the precession is given by the product of the gyromag-
netic ratio and the applied field. The moment of the electron is subjected to a damping
effect that allows it to relax into its state of lowest energy parallel to the applied field.
This is due to interacting with environmental degrees of freedom and lattice vibrations
that transfer angular momentum. This relaxation is accounted for by adding the Gilbert
term to give the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation 2.17.

dM

dt
= −γM×H +

α

M
M× dM

dt
(2.17)

Here α is the Gilbert damping parameter which is found to be very low (-10−4) in
YIG allowing spin to be transported over long distances (>1mm) [58; 59]. As the spins
in a ferromagnet are coupled together by exchange interaction, a disruption to one spin
is able to create a wave with the nearby spins in a manner similar to a spring. These
can be generated as a result of thermal energy or induced by absorption of microwaves
in FMR. For the exchange spin current, collective excitations of the electrons gives rise
to a spin wave that carries angular momentum as illustrated in figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Illustration of the collective propagation of exchange coupled spins known
as a spin wave. This is the type of spin current found in magnetic insulators. Taken
from [60].
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It is thermally generated spin waves, known as magnons, that explain the reduction
in the saturation magnetisation of a material at finite temperatures as the magnetic
order is disrupted. These spin waves can be used to inject a spin current into a normal
metal by spin pumping, even when the magnetic material is an insulator like YIG. Spin
pumping is the spintronic equivalent of a battery from conventional electronics. The
angular momentum carried by a spin wave crosses into a NM where spin accumulation
is induced by spin transfer torque. This accumulation is then subject to spin relaxation
as has been previously discussed. Injecting a spin current in this manner across a
FM/NM interface requires the introduction of a complex spin pumping conductance
A↑↓. This is the difference between the transmitted (gt↑↓) and reflected (gr↑↓) spin mixing
conductances given by equation 2.18 [61; 62].

A↑↓ = gt↑↓ − gr↑↓ (2.18)

These describe the spin current that is transmitted into and reflected back from the
normal metal and are related to the contact area. The spin mixing conductance (G↑↓)
is more generally quoted after being multiplied by the quantum conductance given by
equation 2.19.

G↑↓ =
e2

h
g↑↓ (2.19)

The units of G↑↓ are Ω−1m−2 which is strictly a conductance per unit area how-
ever we will keep with the convention in the literature and call this the spin mixing
conductance with the symbol G from now. For a magnetic insulator the spin mix-
ing conductance represents the absorption of spin polarisation in a NM by spin torque
transfer as conduction electrons cannot pass into the YIG [40].

2.5 Spin Hall effect

The spin Hall effect is a transport property that deflects an electron depending on its
spin orientation [26; 54; 55]. This results in spin accumulation at opposing surfaces of
a current carrying sample analogous to the classical Hall effect. No magnetic field is
needed for the effect and the direction of the spin current is transverse to the direction
of the charge current as illustrated in figure 2.4.
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2.5 Spin Hall effect

Figure 2.4: Illustration of the spin Hall effect (a), and inverse spin Hall effect (b).
The spin current is always transverse to the charge current direction resulting in spin
accumulation (a) or charge accumulation (b). Taken from [63].

The motion can be understood intuitively by comparing the SHE to the Magnus
effect. This causes a transverse deviation in the flight of an object such as a tennis ball
depending on the rotation direction interacting with the air it is travelling through. In
the case of the SHE it is the spin orientation that determines the direction of scattering
and therefore provides a means of creating a spin current. This spin current can also
be controlled as the spin current is proportional to the charge current. It was first
observed in semiconductors and subsequently in metals that exhibit high spin-orbit
coupling [64; 65]. The concept of the asymmetric splitting of charge carriers is due to
relativistic spin-orbit coupling [66]. The measure of this effect is given by the spin Hall
angle in equation 2.20. This is the ratio of the spin conductivity, σxy, and the electrical
conductivity σxx. The subscripts denote the direction of the two currents.

θsh =
σxy
σxx

(2.20)

There are different mechanisms for the scattering of the electrons based on the
spin-orbit coupling that are now discussed. The spin Hall conductivity is determined
by the sum of the contributions due to these mechanisms in equation 2.21. The intrinsic
mechanism is based on the band structure of a material while the extrinsic mechanisms
are additional contributions due to defects and impurities in the material.
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2.5 Spin Hall effect

σxy = σintxy + σskxy + σsjxy (2.21)

2.5.1 Intrinsic mechanism

As an electron passes through a material it can be deflected when it encounters an
atomic nucleus. The scattering is based on spin-orbit coupling between the orienta-
tion of the electron spin and the orbital angular momentum of the atom. The resulting
momentum transfer scatters the electron in a direction that has a component perpendic-
ular to the direction of the incoming electron. The up spins are scattered with higher
probability in the opposite direction to down spins. The result of this is a net spin
current perpendicular to the charge current. Movement of the spins also causes spin
accumulation at the surfaces of the material which can be injected into another at an
interface. The intrinsic spin Hall effect occurs in a material that has no defects or im-
purities [67; 68]. From the Dirac equation the spin-orbit interaction can be modelled
as a correction to the Pauli equation of the form in equation 2.22;

HSO = ηsoσ · [k×∇Vvac(r)] (2.22)

where ηso = (~/2mc)2, k= p/~ and∇ Vvac(r) is the potential acting on the electron,
m is the mass of the electron and c, the speed of light. The spin-orbit Hamiltonian can
be modified for a periodic Bloch potential that represents the atoms in a lattice. The
potential due to an electric field can be treated as an effective magnetic field resulting
from a relativistic treatment in the reference frame of the electron. The interaction of
this can be written as equation 2.23:

HSO,int = −1

2
σ ·B(k) (2.23)

where B(k) is an effective k-dependent magnetic field for the electron band con-
sidered and k is the crystal wavevector. The vector of the Pauli matrices is given by σ.
The result of this is a spin dependent perturbation on the conduction electron momen-
tum. As the spin-orbit interaction is influenced by the atomic nuclei the intrinsic spin
Hall effect is found to be strong in the heavy elements such as platinum and gold.
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2.6 Spin Hall magnetoresistance

2.5.2 Extrinsic mechanisms

When the potential of the periodic atoms is disrupted due to either defects or impurities
in a crystal structure. This mechanism is an addition to the intrinsic mechanism that
is caused by impurities in a metal [69–72]. This can be written in equation 2.24 as a
modification to equation 2.23.

HSO,ext = η̄soσ · [k×∇V (r)] (2.24)

Here η̄so can be much higher than for the intrinsic mechanism. When an electron
scatters from an impurity the scattering cross section is dependent on the spin state.
As a result a different scattering angle is given for spins up and down. This is known
as Mott skew scattering. Where the scattering from an impurity involves a momen-
tum transfer δk, the conservation of momentum gives a corresponding change in the
electron vector given by equation 2.25:

δr = η̄so [δk× σ] (2.25)

where δr is a shift in a direction perpendicular to the charge current. This is known
as the the side jump mechanism. The extrinsic mechanisms have been studied in ma-
terials like Cu99.5Bi0.5 that has a large spin Hall effect in comparison to copper where
the intrinsic mechanism is negligibly small [71]. In this the dominant mechanism re-
sponsible for the spin Hall effect comes from large bismuth atoms interacting strongly
as current passes through copper that has a low intrinsic spin Hall effect.

2.6 Spin Hall magnetoresistance

2.6.1 Theoretical model of SHMR

The basic device for SHMR experiments consists of a NM like platinum deposited on
an FM insulator that has a current passed through it. The insulating nature prevents
the charge current from entering the FM that would add additional effects as well as
complicating the resistivity change due to just the NM. The basic illustration of the
different stages involved in SHMR are shown in figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the SHMR effect shown in stages as a combination of the
spin Hall and inverse spin Hall effect. A charge current passing through a metal is
subject to the spin Hall effect shown in (a). This deflects electrons perpendicular to the
charge current either up or down depending on spin orientation. This spin current in
the vertical direction produces a spin polarised metal as shown in (f). As the spin po-
larised electrons reflect from the metal surfaces and back in the opposite perpendicular
direction the Inverse spin Hall effect deflects the electrons, this time in the direction
of the charge current (b-c). This results in a momentum change of electrons in the
current direction which reduces the resistivity of the NM. If the normal metal has one
surface in contact with a magnetic insulator the spin polarised electrons interact with
the magnetisation of the FM. When the magnetisation of the FM is aligned parallel or
antiparallel to the spin polarisation at the interface the electrons reflect from the in-
terface without spin scattering as indicated in (d). As the magnetisation of the FM is
rotated relative to the spin polarisation, the conduction electrons spin interacts with the
magnetic moment of the FM and angular momentum is transferred into the FM. The
electron in the normal metal is reflected with its spin scattered as show in (e). The net
result is that the reflected electrons now get deflected in the opposite direction to the
charge current and thus increase the resistivity. Images taken from [40].
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To measure the size of the SHMR, resistivity measurements are taken as an applied
magnetic field is rotated relative to the direction of the current. The SHMR changes as
a function of the angle between the applied field and the electron spin orientation. This
is different to many other types of MR where the relevant angle is between the mag-
netisation and the current direction. This provides a means of distinguishing SHMR
from other effects such as AMR. Rotating the magnetisation vector in different orien-
tations are also used to confirm that the effect is not a sum of several different effects
with different angular dependence. The angular dependence of the effect is given by
equation 2.26 where α is the angle between the magnetisation vector of the FM and
the spin polarisation of electrons in the NM.

ρ = ρ0 −∆ρ sin2 α (2.26)

The spin current density is derived from the cross product of the spin accumulation
and spin mixing conductance at the NM interface. As both of these quantities are
related to the angle of the applied field a sin2 dependence is predicted.

Theory has been developed that gives the size of the resistivity difference, ∆ρ
ρ0

, given
by equation 2.27. This gives a squared dependence on the spin Hall angle, θsh, as such
the effect is expected to be small and so measurements have only been observed in
platinum primarily and a small effect has been measured in tantalum. This dependence
arises from the spin accumulation and the ISHE both being proportional to the spin
Hall angle.

∆ρ

ρ0

= θ2
sh

λ

d

2λG tanh2 d
2λ

σ + 2λG coth d
λ

(2.27)

Thickness is represented by d and λ is the spin diffusion length. The ratio of these
two parameters is the determining factor in where the maximum SHMR resistivity
change occurs. This is due to the effect of the spin accumulation and ISHE being lim-
ited by the spin diffusion length. For thicknesses considerably beyond this length the
ISHE effect no longer contributes to the resistivity. For NM thicknesses below the spin
diffusion length the spin accumulation at the interfaces are mixed due to their prox-
imity. G is the spin mixing conductance and σ is the conductivity of the metal. The
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comparative size of these are also important for determining the temperature depen-
dence. If the conductivity is sufficiently small in comparison to the rest of the quotient
then the spin mixing conductance is effectively cancelled out and so any temperature
dependence it may have is not relevant. This is the key equation that the experimental
data is to be fitted to in chapter 5 and 6.

2.6.2 Experimental observations of SHMR

The first measurements of the effect were done not by altering the angle but by using
magnetic field sweeps. The drawback to this method is that it did not determine the
full size of the resistivity change. The incomplete resistivity change does still work
however because the magnetic field sweep brings the YIG to saturation. Below which
the magnetisation at the interface with the platinum is not in a uniform direction. As the
orientation of the magnetisation is not uniform it will not give the same spin scattering
as when saturated. Although this does not give the same resistivity change it allows
the effect to be compared to the hysteresis loop of the YIG. The saturation points of
the magnetisation and the SHMR are found to coincide.

To answer the question about magnetic proximity effects a simple experiment was
done. As it is transmitted by exchange interaction, the magnetic proximity is expected
to have a short range. This requires the platinum to be in contact with the magnetic
material. A copper spacer layer 5 nm thick was grown between the platinum and YIG.
This lifts the platinum outside the reach of exchange interaction and so proximity effect
is eliminated. Data for this is shown in figure 2.6.

The effect has in the last year been expanded to include several more materials.
It has been demonstrated in tungsten, iridium manganese, tantalum and palladium.
Palladium is of particular interest as the angular dependence shows that there are in
fact two separate effects. All of these works have metals with resistivity that is either
not given or follows that of a normal metal. The tungsten data in this thesis is the first
that shows the SHMR in a metal that does not follow this trend.
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2.7 Spin Seebeck effect

Figure 2.6: Field sweeps showing the SHMR in 12 nm Pt wire with different spacers
placed between the metal and YIG. The effect is only present where conduction elec-
trons can reach the YIG interface and not as a result of magnetic proximity. Taken
from [40].

2.7 Spin Seebeck effect

The Seebeck effect is a process where a voltage is generated along a conductor that has
a temperature gradient across it. This is one of three related aspects of the thermoelec-
tric effect [63]. It has been discovered that a spin voltage can also be generated by a
temperature gradient. The effect was first observed in permalloy [36]. One important
difference with the SSE is that the effect is also present in insulators [37–39]. This
demonstrated that, like SHMR, the spin voltage can be generated by magnons. The
effect is measured in two different sample configurations, transverse and longitudinal,
as illustrated in figure 2.7.

A spin current generated by a temperature gradient can be detected by injecting
it into a material with a large spin Hall angle such as platinum. This spin current
produces an electric field in the metal due to the inverse spin Hall effect which can be
measured as a voltage given by equation 2.28.

EISHE =
θρ

A
(
2e

~
)Js × σ (2.28)

The spin current injected is denoted by Js, the spin Hall angle given by θ and
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2.7 Spin Seebeck effect

Figure 2.7: Illustration of the spin Seebeck effect in both the longitudinal, (a) and
transverse, (b) configuration highlighting the relative orientation of temperature gradi-
ent, magnetic field and the resulting electric field. Taken from [63]

the contact area of the metal/YIG interface A. The spin voltage that generates the
spin current arises from the difference in the effective magnon temperature T ∗m and the
electron temperature T ∗e . These effective temperatures are derived from the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem [73–75]. Thermal effects at the interface give rise to fluctuations
in the magnetisation. The total spin current given by equation 2.29 is the sum of the
fluctuating thermal spin pumping current from FM to NM that is proportional to T ∗m
and the Johnson-Nyquist spin current noise from NM to FM which is proportional to
T ∗e [6].

Js = 2α1kB(T ∗m − T ∗e ) (2.29)

Here α1 represents an effective damping term. The result of this is a thermally
induced spin pumping mechanism. The spin current that is injected into the NM then
interacts via the inverse spin Hall effect which deflects the electrons in a perpendicular
direction. This produces a voltage along the length of the NM which is dependent on
the spin current that is injected and the spin Hall angle of the NM. The polarisation of
the injected spin is determined by the magnetisation orientation of the FM. As a result
the voltage follows a sinusoidal pattern as the magnetisation is rotated. A field sweep
gives a voltage that follows the shape of the FM hysteresis loop which confirms that
the effect is linked to the YIG and not due to the Nernst-Ettingshausen effect. If this
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was the cause then the voltage would vary in proportion to the applied magnetic field
and not saturate. This has been researched much more extensively in the longitudinal
configuration. YIG is an ideal material to use for this as it eliminates any other con-
duction effects in the NM. Examples of the transverse SSE data from the literature are
shown in figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Transverse SSE data showing the angular dependency, (a), and as a func-
tion of temperature gradient and the position of the wire (b). These results are found
to be in agreement with theory. Taken from [76].

2.8 Ferrimagnetic insulators

2.8.1 Garnet crystals

Garnets are a group of minerals which share the same general chemical formula with
a range of different elements occupying the different lattice sites. Many of these exist
naturally and have been mined since ancient times as gemstones. This continued into
modern times and are also used as an abrasive in industry [77; 78]. New garnets can
also be made synthetically which have additional useful properties such as magnetism.
The garnet structure is shown in figure 2.9 with YIG constituent atoms as an example.
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The unit cell is large containing 160 atoms in 3 different sub lattices. The general
chemical formula for a garnet is;

X3Y2(ZO4)3

where X,Y and Z can be a range of different elements and O is the oxygen. For
YIG the composition is,

Y3Fe5O12

Figure 2.9: Illustration of simple cubic unit cell for the YIG crystal structure. Sub-
lattices show the different oxygen bonds to the individual metal ions. The iron has both
a tetragonal and octahedral shape and the yttrium is dodecahedral. Images modified
from [40].

The unit cell is simple cubic with a lattice constant of 12.376 Å. Inside the unit cell
the atomic arrangement is complex as it contains three different types of sub-lattice
that lock together. It is the coupling of the iron atoms on the tetragonal and octahedral
components that give rise to the materials magnetism.
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2.8.2 Magnetic properties

The magnetic property of YIG arises from antiferromagnetic coupling of the iron
atoms. This phenomenon is done through the mechanism of superexchange derived
from Néel theory [79]. The iron atoms in a garnet structure are separated by a dis-
tance greater than a direct exchange interaction can occur. Magnetic coupling is able
to reach over a greater distance using an intermediary non-magnetic ion. Instead the
superexchange mechanism involves the overlapping of the d orbital wave functions
with the p orbitals on the oxygen anions as shown in figure 2.10. This most commonly
results in antiferromagnetism and so there would be no net magnetisation. In YIG the
different iron sites are not in equal number. For three tetrahedral sites there are two
octahedral sites that couple together with opposing moments. This imbalance results
in a net magnetic moment known as ferrimagnetism. Each unit cell contains 24 Fe 3+
ions on tetrahedral sites and 16 Fe 3+ ions at the octahedral sites that results in approx-
imately 40 Bohr magnetons per unit cell. As the exchange coupling is transmitted by
the overlapping of the wave functions with the oxygen the content in the crystal is vital
for magnetisation. Any oxygen depletion or contaminant on the oxygen atom sites will
result in the iron moments not being able to couple over a sufficient distance and the
magnetisation will be inhibited.

Figure 2.10: Illustration of the wavefunctions in a superexchange mechanism between
two iron atoms. The overlapping of the oxygen wave functions leads to coupling be-
tween the iron wavefunctions spin orientations. Image taken from [80].
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Experimental techniques
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3.1 Deposition methods

3.1.1 Substrates

Due to the complex nature of the YIG crystal structure the choice of substrate is impor-
tant to help the as-sputtered material grow in the correct way. The films can be made
epitaxial if the substrate structure and lattice constant matches that of the intended
structure of the YIG. It is also important to have a close match between the lattice
constants. Differences between the lattice constants induces strain in the films at the
interface [81]. The widely accepted choice, both in the literature and in this research, is
gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG). GGG has the same garnet crystal structure as YIG
with the chemical formula Gd3Ga5O12 and a lattice constant of 12.383 Å compared to
12.376 Å for YIG [82].

GGG is manufactured by the Czochralski process using a molten flux of the con-
stituent elements and a seed sample [83; 84]. This is similar to how YIG is made by
LPE. For consistency the substrates all have the <111> crystal axis pointing out of
the plane. The surface is also polished to provide a smooth interface with low surface
roughness. This was measured by AFM and found to have an RMS roughness of less
than 0.2 nm. The smoothness of the films grown on top is dependent on this. GGG is a
strong paramagnet, a property that causes problems for magnetic measurements. The
magnetic moments in a thin YIG film are small compared to this large background
effect and needs to be subtracted. This becomes very difficult at low temperatures.
Paramagnetism follows Curie’s law where the magnetisation is inversely proportional
to temperature. The moment of a small sample of pure GGG is shown in figure 3.1
indicating the size of the problem. The typical contribution to the total moment of a
100 nm thick YIG film is -10−3 EMU. At low temperatures this paramagnetism can
produce a signal large enough to overload the lock in amplifier preventing data from
being taken. Thermal stability is also critical in this low temperature region.

Yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG) only possesses very weak diamagnetism and so
the problems of strong paramagnetism is removed. The lattice constant is 11.953 Å
which is considerably different to YIG [85]. This can induce a much greater strain and
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Figure 3.1: Magnetic moment vs temperature for a sample of GGG with an applied
field of 10 mT. The size of this moment is comparable to the moment of a thin YIG
film and can make hysteresis loop measurements difficult at low temperatures.

the propagation of magnons can be affected by this. The surface roughness is also in-
creased and so GGG is the prime substrate used in this work. Silicon was also tested to
see if the crystal structure could be made. This was abandoned as the annealing process
produces visible cracks in the YIG surface. Due to the different coefficient of thermal
expansion between the two materials strain is induced that breaks the continuous YIG
film apart. These cracked films do exhibit magnetic behaviour as the annealing creates
a polycrystalline form of the material. This does not necessarily prevent spin effects
from functioning, but makes theoretical comparison difficult. Silicon was also used for
YIG growth calibration rates because it deposits at the same rate as on GGG.

3.1.2 Sputtering systems

The best established method for making YIG samples for research purposes is LPE
[86–88]. However this method is both expensive, complicated and unavailable with
our current facilities. As research in magnetic insulators is expanding it is desirable
to find a more convenient method that can scale up production of large numbers of
samples. Magnetron sputtering is a method which is well established and relatively
cheap [89; 90]. The basic chamber setup is illustrated in figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the magnetron sputtering method. The target metal atoms
are ejected by collisions from the argon plasma. Two different wheels are used for the
sheet and masking growths by shielding parts of the substrate from the emitted atoms
emanating from the target. Taken from [91].

Substrates are cleaned with acetone and IPA and mounted onto a wheel that is
placed inside the chamber. The chamber space is evacuated by a turbo pump and then
a cryopump to produce a UHV atmosphere of the order 10−7 Torr. The main residual
components are water, nitrogen and oxygen. Water vapour becomes deposited on the
sample surface and therefore can contaminate the samples. This water vapour pressure
is reduced by passing liquid nitrogen through a shroud inside the chamber. The water
molecules then freeze onto the shroud upon contact removing it from the atmosphere.
The final base pressure is typically of the order of 10−8 Torr. An example of the typical
partial pressures is given in table 3.1.

Atmosphere gas Partial pressure (×10−8 Torr)
Total 3.52
H2O 1.54
N2 1.22
O2 0.37

CO2 0.12

Table 3.1: Typical example of gas partial pressures in the chamber before deposition.
The remaining contribution to total pressure comes from other inert gases.
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A flow of pure argon is introduced into the chamber to provide an atmosphere set
to a pressure of several mTorr dependant on the material being grown. This constitutes
the working gas and is chosen due to its inert nature. A potential of approximately
600 V is created between the anode and cathode. This ionises the argon gas creating
a plasma of high energy ions. A magnetic field is used to channel the ions down onto
the surface of the target by the Lorentz force. The target is a disc made of the material
which is to be deposited with a high purity. This control of the argon is important
to prevent the ions striking any other parts of the gun or its surroundings. This can
introduce different metals into the plasma that would contaminate the samples as well
as causing damage to the chamber components. As the ions strike the surface at high
velocity this transfers momentum into the target material atoms. This momentum is
sufficient to enable atoms of the material to be ejected from the surface and into the
chamber. A steady plume of the target atoms follow a random walk through the argon
atmosphere where some reach the substrate and are deposited on it.

YIG targets consist of a stoichiometric mixture of yttrium and iron oxide powders
sintered into a solid polycrystalline disc. Standard DC sputtering cannot be used as the
YIG target is electrically insulating. This prevents DC current from flowing between
the anode and cathode to complete the circuit. Instead an RF power supply is used as
AC current can be transferred across the target acting as a buffer capacitor. The high
frequency involved means the wave property of the current becomes a factor in power
transfer. A resonant circuit in the power supply is tuned to give impedance matching to
prevent power being reflected back to the source. As the different elements of the YIG
target have different masses the individual sputter rates will not be equal. The YIG is
believed to be deposited as a mixture of the individual elements and not in the garnet
structure. Once ejected from the target surface they also have different mean free
paths in the atmosphere. Adding oxygen to the argon atmosphere slows the growth
rate down and allows the yttrium and iron to be deposited onto the substrate in the
correct stoichiometry for YIG. This is due to oxygen build up on the target surface that
reduces argon ions colliding with the metal atoms of the target material. Oxygen in
this atmosphere also means that the amount sputtered from the target is irrelevant and
ensuring that the deposited film is oxygen rich.
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To deposit metal wires of a controlled shape and 200 µm wide, nickel masks are
placed over the face of the sample. These are mounted onto an inner wheel that moves
independently of the sample holder allowing multiple wires to be made on the same
sample. These masks are cut in the shape of the wires we wish to make and of known
dimensions, important for converting resistance measurements into resistivity.

3.1.3 Additional sample processing

The as-sputtered films are a brown, non-magnetic mixture of iron and yttrium oxides
that show no crystal structure from XRD and no magnetism when measured by VSM.
The intended crystallisation requires an annealing stage that reorders the atoms into
the more energetically favourable garnet structure. This was done in a pure nitrogen
atmosphere and a vacuum of 10−5 Torr, however both resulted in flawed samples. Sig-
nificant improvement in the surface roughness and magnetisation was obtained when
annealing in open air. To determine what temperature was needed a sample was placed
in a weak vacuum of 10−2 Torr while carrying out high angle XRD in-situ. The tem-
perature was heated to 600◦C and a scan taken. Temperature is increased further and
the scans repeated. It was found that the peak from the YIG gained intensity until
800◦C where it shows little intensity difference from 750◦C. This is the final tempera-
ture that was adopted for the standard recipe for making the YIG samples used in all
the main results in this thesis. To prevent cracks appearing in the YIG the sample was
heated at a steady rate of 7◦C per minute to 850◦C and allowed to cool naturally at a
slower rate overnight. The annealing is left for 2 hours at this temperature as leaving
it for longer was found to make no further difference. A test was done to see if rapid
thermal annealing would produce high quality YIG but this failed. Partially this was
because it could only be done in a nitrogen atmosphere without oxygen and also the
sample showed marks on the surface that indicated cracks and a rough surface due to
the rapid heating.

Samples are then prepared for reloading into the sputtering chamber for metal de-
position. Basic cleaning of the YIG surface consisted of washing them in acetone and
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IPO before being dried quickly to ensure no residue was left over. This step is to re-
move any contaminants that have landed on the surface during annealing and handling
such as dust and grease. For all samples this process is done last and the samples
placed as quickly as possible under UHV. Initial SHMR measurements were much
smaller than what had been reported in the literature compared to samples made by
LPE. This indicates that the interface of YIG and a metal grown on top has an oxide
barrier between it. A more vigorous treatment was used to remove this barrier with
piranha acid. This has been shown to improve spin mixing conductance [92]. Piranha
acid is particularly aggressive which we used to burn through any possible crust formed
on the top layer of the YIG during annealing. This crust can be formed due to imper-
fections in the stoichiometry and surface effects. The YIG garnet structure will form
under annealing at the substrate first using the correct ratio of the elements from the as-
sputtered film. Once one of the metals runs out the remaining material will not be able
to crystallise in the correct garnet ratio at the top of the film. A yttrium or iron oxide
barrier in a deformed garnet like structure is the most likely to form. The purpose of
the piranha acid is to etch through this top layer to leave a pure YIG surface for sput-
tering metals onto. It is made by mixing pure sulphuric acid with hydrogen peroxide
in a ratio of 3:1. The reaction has two different processes that provide etching. First
the sulphuric acid is a strong dehydrating agent that reacts particularly strongly with
organic material to form water. The reaction with hydrogen peroxide is exothermic
that heats the solution to approximately 90◦C.

H2SO4 +H2O2→ H2SO5 +H2O

A secondary reaction releases atomic oxygen. This is a highly active oxidising
agent which is capable of dissolving even elemental carbon and can attack any metal
molecules not properly bonded in the garnet structure. The aggressive nature of this
acid is found react with the YIG samples slowly dissolving the material at its surface.

H2SO4 +H2O2→ H3O
+
5 +HSO−4 +O

The etching process has been studied by XRR and AFM to confirm the effect it
has. XRR shows that this acid treatment is able to dissolve YIG and so allows the top
layers to be removed that may include any crust formed during annealing. The etching
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rate was variable due to difficulty controlling the temperature of the mixed solution.
The rate was found to range between 2 nm and 15 nm per minute. This highlights the
strong effect of temperature on the acid reaction rates with a variation of approximately
±5◦C. It was found that the faster etching rate increased the surface roughness and if
its too slow it does not remove enough material. The optimum treatment was found
to be 1 minute at 87◦C removing approximately 5 nm of material. This treatment has
now become standard in the preparation of YIG for spintronic research [93–95]

3.2 Sample characterisation

3.2.1 X ray reflectivity

The thicknesses of both YIG and the metals grown on top are measured by X-ray
reflectivity (XRR). For the YIG this was done at each stage of the preparation to ensure
that the processes worked as expected. An X-ray tube uses a high voltage to accelerate
electrons released from a hot cathode towards a copper target at high velocity. Kinetic
energy is then transferred to K shell electrons in the copper atoms causing them to be
ejected. L and M shell electrons drop to fill this core hole producing an X-ray with
an energy corresponding to the difference between the shell levels. Slits are used to
collimate the beam and block bremsstrahlung radiation and any other spectral lines
except Cu Kα1 and Cu Kα2. The X rays hit the sample at a low angle of incidence
illustrated in figure 3.3. Specular reflection from the two surfaces of a thin film will
constructively interfere as described by Bragg’s law given in equation 3.1 [96–98].

nλ = 2d sin θ (3.1)

Beyond the critical angle, θc, the intensity of reflected X-ray beam oscillates pro-
ducing peaks when the Bragg condition is satisfied for an integer number of total inter-
nal reflections. These are known as Kiessig fringes that allow the thickness of the film
to be determined from the angles, θm, at which they are detected given by equation 3.2.

λ = 2d
√

sin2 θm − sin2 θc (3.2)
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Figure 3.3: X-ray reflectivity schematic showing the incidence angle θ that is rotated
during scanning and a detector that tracks at twice this angle. The intensity measured
by the detector is then plotted as a function of 2θ. Image taken from [91].

As the specular reflection is due to a difference in electron density, this can provide
information about the chemical composition of the top surface. A monochromator was
also used to filter out the Cu Kα2 line and other background wavelengths. This removes
the peaks from the other wavelengths and to make the peaks sharper allowing different
peaks to be separated. The intensity of the X-rays is reduced considerably so a longer
count time is needed.

3.2.2 X ray diffraction

The Bragg condition can also be intuitively applied to a regular pattern of atomic planes
in a crystal. Raleigh scattering from these atoms constructively interfere and are de-
tected as a peak in intensity as the sample is moved about the angle θ. The angle that
the peaks are measured at allow for the lattice constant to be determined. The intensity
and the full width half maximum (FWHM) gives a measure of the epitaxial quality of
the crystal. Defects and strains in a crystal cause an increase in the FWHM [99]. Only
certain lattice planes produce peaks as some reflections are forbidden by selection rules
based on the miller indices [100]. For YIG the best location is the <444> peak which
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is found at a 2θ angle of 51.05◦. The similar lattice constant of the YIG and GGG
mean that the two peaks are very close together and so for this the monochromator is
generally used to make the separation clearer.

3.2.3 Magnetometry

Magnetometry measurements are made on two different systems that use the same
basic principle. The vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) system is shown in figure
3.4. The original design used a vibrating coil around a stationary sample that has since
been modified to a stationary coil system [101–103]. The sample to be measured is
fixed to a holder that is then lowered into a cryostat with the top of the stick attached
to an actuator. This vibrates the sample at 55 Hz with a reference signal from this
connected to a lock-in amplifier. Around the VTI there are two pick up coils that have
a voltage induced in them as the sample vibrates. This is due to Faraday’s law of
electromagnetic induction which depends on the size of the magnetic moment of the
sample as well as anything else on the stick. This voltage is then detected by the lock-
in amplifier which filters out the signal due to the frequency of the vibration provided
by the reference source. This requires calibration to relate the voltage induced in the
coil to the magnetic moment. This is dependant on the demagnetisation factor of the
sample which is based on it’s geometry.

A magnetic field of up to 9 T can then be applied in the vertical direction allowing
hysteresis loops to be measured by sweeping the field. As the YIG often has a small
magnetic moment, particularly when thin, more accurate measurements can be made
using a SQUID VSM [104; 105]. This uses the same basic set up as a standard VSM
but with the main difference being how the induced EMF is detected. A pair of Joseph-
son junctions as part of a superconducting loop carries a current in the presence of a
magnetic field. The application of a magnetic field from a sample induces a screening
current in the superconductor that reduces the current in one junction and increases it
in the other. This produces a voltage across the junction that can be detected. As the
flux enclosed by the superconducting loop must be an integer number of flux quanta,
the screening current changes direction each time the flux increases by a half integer.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of a vibrating sample magnetometer. Samples are subjected to
an applied magnetic field and vibrated. Induced voltage in the two coils is measured
which are wound in opposite directions to reduce any background interference. Image
taken from [91].

The period of the current reversal in the voltage across the junction can then be used
to measure the magnetisation of a sample vibrating inside the loop.

3.2.4 Transmission electron microscopy

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a well established method used to exam-
ine a sample in more detail than optical methods allow [106–109]. Diffraction limits
the resolution of optical microscopes to several hundred nm. Electron wave-particle
duality allows this to be improved to 50 pm with a magnification of up to 10 million
times [106]. To be able to use the samples for this technique they need to have the
material in the region of interest made thin enough to be transparent to electrons. Two
methods can be employed for this. The first involves sandwiching the sample between
several layers of silicon secured by an epoxy glue. This stack then has a circular core
section drilled out of the side. This is then inserted into a brass tube which is cut into
thin sections that are then ground down by friction pads as thin as they can be made
without breaking. They are then placed into a vacuum chamber where a beam of argon
atoms are fired along a focused path that bores a cone shaped hole through the centre
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of the sample. The wedge shaped edge of this hole then contains a region of interest
that is thin enough to study. The second method uses a focused ion beam (FIB) prepa-
ration. A layer of platinum is placed on top to prevent charge build up from the ion
beam which does have to be considered as this platinum needs to be distinguished from
the as sputtered platinum used in our samples. This is similar to the final stage of the
conventional preparation except that the sample is only cut by a gallium ion beam so
a large amount of the sample can be still used for other tests to confirm it is the same
as the samples that are used for measuring SHMR. Samples of YIG were made with
both platinum and tungsten and also both with and without the piranha acid treatment
for comparison.

Figure 3.5: Basic schematic of transmission electron microscope. The path of the
electrons is shown in blue being focused onto the sample. The scattered electrons are
then used to image the atomic structure. Image taken from [110].

The samples were then loaded into the microscope as illustrated in figure 3.5. Here
a beam of electrons are produced from a tungsten tip and then channelled by magnetic
lenses down onto the sample. As electrons have wave-particle duality they are able
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to pass and diffract through the thinnest parts of the sample. The electrons are then
detected upon passing through the material and the diffraction patterns produced are
used to create a bright field image of the crystal structure.

The microscope used in this work is a Tecnai scanning transmission electron mi-
croscope (STEM) which has additional functions from a standard TEM. The incident
electron beam is able to be deflected by additional coils that scan the beam over a two
dimensional area. Multiple measurements can be done simultaneously so that features
can be cross referenced. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) is a technique
that allows chemical analysis of the sample [111; 112]. The incident electron beam
creates characteristic X-ray emission from the atoms of the sample in the same manner
as the X-ray source in XRR. Detectors around the sample can measure the different
energies emitted to produce a spectrum. This spectrum contains peaks that are a signa-
ture of the elements based on the specific atomic energy level transitions which can be
analysed. STEM mapping uses EDX moved over an area of the sample allowing the
elemental composition to be determined in different regions. This can show possible
diffusion between layers and expose any possible contaminant.

High angle annular dark field imaging (HAADF) can be done at the same time
as EDX as this detects incoherently scattered electrons that deviate from the main
beam. These electrons are highly sensitive to the atomic number of the atoms in the
sample. Line scans are taken that show how the chemical composition changes at
sites of particular interest such as the boundary between YIG/GGG and YIG/NM. In
particular, it will show if iron is getting into the platinum layer from the YIG and thus
potentially contaminating it. The HAADF images provide the reference image as to
where the line scans are being taken on the sample.

3.2.5 Atomic force microscopy

AFM is a technique used to probe the surface roughness of a sample. To do this a
cantilever method is used whereby a tip is lowered onto the surface of the sample to
be studied [113–116]. This tip is a sharp point having as little as a single atom at the
end and its position is detected by use of a laser beam shown in figure 3.6. In tapping
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mode the tip is vibrated at its resonant frequency perpendicular to the surface. As
the tip approaches the surface the resonant frequency of this oscillation changes as it
interacts with the surface due to electrostatic and Van der Waals forces. The shift in
resonant frequency is used to determine the height of the sample surface. The sample
is then rocked by a transducer that drags the tip across the sample surface in a line.
The tip responds based on the height changes of the surface to avoid crashing into it
and damaging the point. Each line is completed and followed by a retrace to confirm
the data. It is then moved perpendicular to the line trace direction and a fresh trace
is made. This is repeated until a two dimensional map of the surface is made. The
scans can cover a square area up to 20 µm, beyond this the linear approximation of the
rocking is no longer applicable. To confirm that the selected area is representative of
the film, multiple scans on different locations are performed.

Figure 3.6: Schematic of AFM tip probing a sample surface. Measurements were
done using tapping mode to produce a detailed image of the sample surface height and
allows roughness to be calculated. Image taken from [117].

3.3 Transport measurements

3.3.1 Basic tests

To determine if a sample exhibits SHMR the simplest way is to measure the resistance
of the metal wire as it is rotated in a magnetic field. A basic sample stick is used to
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mount the sample in a static field of 80 Oe as hysteresis loops show this applied field
is sufficient to saturate the YIG if applied in plane. The sample is then rotated through
360◦ about α as shown in figure 3.7. This can be done at room temperature where
there is a small problem of temperature drift and it is sufficient to observe an angular
dependence. This thermal drift can be removed by placing the sample in liquid nitrogen
to give a better estimate of the SHMR. The resistance of the wire is measured by using
a standard four probe method and a constant current supply [118; 119] illustrated in
figure 3.8. By measuring voltages in this way there is no potential drop along the
measurement probes and contact resistances are eliminated. The resistivity is then
calculated from equation 3.3 using the cross sectional area and length between the
voltage probes. The thickness is determined by XRR or using a profilometer. Where
multiple wires of different thickness are made on a single YIG sample, XRR cannot
be used on them individually and so calibration samples are used. The same material
is grown on a similar sample in sheet form or with 4 wires through the mask set.

Figure 3.7: Illustration of typical YIG sample on GGG substrate with tungsten wire.
The angles indicated define the direction that the sample is rotated about while sub-
jected to an applied magnetic field in a fixed orientation.

These can be measured by XRR and the growth rate extracted allowing the thick-
ness of individual wires to be calculated. The profilometer can be used on thicker wires
to confirm that these growth rates are correct. The comparison between the growth rate
of sheet material and wires grown through the masks shows them to be near identical.

ρ = RA/L (3.3)
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Figure 3.8: Four probe resistance measurement formation. The voltage probes do not
carry the applied current eliminating a potential drop along the probes themselves.
The potential difference and the known current are then used to calculate resistance
measurements that are highly accurate.

Shadowing effects have to be considered when sputtering through a mask. Due
to the random walk of the atoms the deposition rate is reduced at the edges of the
mask. This would weakly distort the geometry used in equation 3.3 and so the extent
of this deviation is checked by using a Dektak profilometer. From this we found that
the wire cross section is approximately rectangular and so we can make an accurate
approximation of the cross sectional area from the wires width and thickness.

3.3.2 Cryostat measurements

A cryostat is a device that is used to maintain low temperatures around a sample [120;
121]. The basic schematic is illustrated in figure 3.9. The cryostat consists of three
main sections. A variable temperature insert (VTI) is placed in the centre that holds
the sample stick. A flow of helium gas is let into the bottom and the temperature is
controlled by a heater. The operational temperature range is between 1.5 - 300 K and
measurements are typically done at a pressure of 5 mbar. Surrounding the VTI is a
helium reservoir that maintains low temperatures and provides the gas flow. A liquid
nitrogen jacket is placed around the helium storage to reduce the boil off rate in the
helium reservoir. A split pair of current coils that generate fields up to 3 T is placed on
both sides of the VTI sample space. The coils are kept cold by the liquid helium jacket
allowing them to superconduct. This allows a current to be put into them in persistent
mode giving a stable applied field without power consumption.
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of a cryostat. The stick in the centre is able to rotate about its
length with the sample at the end subjected to a horizontally applied field. The sample
can be mounted to allow rotation in any orientation. Taken from [91].

Samples are mounted onto a brass head in four point probe configuration. The
mounting orientation is chosen based on the measurement being done but cannot be
altered in-situ. The head is attached to a stick that is lowered into the VTI. The resis-
tance of the sample wires is measured by taking average readings using both forward
and reverse currents. This helps eliminate any thermal EMF effects. The sample stick
is rotated by a controlled stepper motor attached to the top of the stick outside the
cryostat. This is to reduce any Joule heating of the sample during motion. Angular de-
pendence of the SHMR is determined by rotating the stick in a magnetic field sufficient
to saturate the magnetisation of the YIG. The rotation is done in small steps operated
by a motor and resistance measurements taken at each angle. The temperature had to
be kept very stable as any drift alters the resistance of the wire by an amount compara-
ble to the effect being measured. The temperature is detected by a thermometer that is
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mounted on the brass head close to the sample mount.

The SHMR temperature profile can be measured by conducting angular rotations
at a range of stable temperatures. This is inefficient as the temperature stabilisation
is highly time consuming and yields less detailed data. The solution to this is to con-
stantly move between the maximum and minimum resistance angles while the temper-
ature is lowered at a controlled rate. This shall be referred to as the dynamic tempera-
ture method and typical data for this is shown in figure 3.10. The green data points are
taken with a 90◦difference between the orientation of the field relative to the sample
from the yellow data points. An interpolation of these two data sets then gives the
resistance change that is due to the SHMR by the vertical difference between them at a
given temperature. The advantage of this method is that the SHMR can be extrapolated
at frequent temperature intervals of less than 1 K across a large overall temperature
range in a single experiment. This was confirmed to work by measuring samples by
both methods at several different temperatures and they were found to differ from each
other by no more than 5%.

Figure 3.10: Resistance measurements of a platinum wire taken under reducing tem-
perature at two different angles. These angles are 90◦apart corresponding to the max-
imum and minimum SHMR contributions to the resistance. SHMR is determined by
the vertical difference between the two linear fits for a given temperature.
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A more basic technique was also used to measure the SHMR by subjecting a sta-
tionary sample to a variable magnetic field. A magnetic field is applied to the sample
with a low angle to the plane of the sample in order to control the magnetisation vector
of the YIG as shown in figure 3.11. When the applied field is large the YIG magneti-
sation will be out of the plane and at low fields the anisotropy of the YIG film will
rotate the magnetisation direction into the plane of the sample. The low angle gives a
component of the applied field along a fixed direction within the plane of the sample
which allows the SHMR to be approximated by the resistivity difference between the
low field and high field regions. This method is not as accurate as other methods used
because the magnetisation of the YIG is not fully rotated due to the low angle of the
sample. This method only provides an estimate of the size of the SHMR and no clear
information about its angular dependence.

Figure 3.11: Banked sample to approximate rotation of the YIG magnetisation. The
low angle allows the YIG magnetisation to rotate into a specific direction in the plane
of the film due to the in plane component of the applied field.
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YIG sample characterisation
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As the garnet structure with the YIG elements does not exist in nature it has to be
manufactured using a seed material of a different garnet. The first method developed
to make single crystal YIG is by liquid phase epitaxy [86–88]. This is similar to the
Czochralski process that GGG and many other substrates are made by. A mixture of
ytrrium and iron oxides are added to a flux of boron and lead oxides. This is then
heated in a platinum crucible to approximately 800◦C where it exists in a liquid state.
A garnet structured substrate is then lowered into the liquid flux and stirred as the
YIG grows rapidly and in its epitaxial state. To make YIG more economical to grow
other methods have been developed. PLD and sputtering methods have been tried with
increasing degrees of success. Problems with the quality of these methods were found
that needed to be addressed. In particular early sputtering attempts showed that the
surface roughness was high and magnetic properties did not match that of the expected
bulk values as seen in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Illustration of AFM on early sputtered YIG showing different size and den-
sity of asperities on the film surface for annealing temperatures of 900◦C, (a), 1000◦C,
(b), and 1100◦C (c). Taken from [122].

In some of these experiments the YIG was annealed in-situ and in a weak oxygen
atmosphere. Also there was no treatments done on the films before any metals were
grown on top. It was later found that acid treatment has been used even on materials
made by LPE. Our first publication showed the benefits of annealing in open air allow-
ing the film to absorb oxygen and this step has since been cited in several subsequent
papers [123; 124]. Many doped garnet crystals have been made using the basic YIG
formula with small substitutions of the elements. This allows for fine tuning of its
magnetic and optical properties [125; 126]. It is also used as a band pass filter in spec-
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trum analysers due to its narrow absorption bandwidth [127]. Some basic properties of
YIG are given in table 4.

Property Standard value
Density 5.11 g/cm3

Electrical resistivity 1014 µΩcm
Curie temperature 553 K

Magnetisation 142 emu/cc (at 25◦C)
Melting point 1555◦C

Table 4.1: Fundamental properties of bulk YIG.

4.1 Growth parameters

For YIG to be made consistently the growth parameters need to be carefully defined.
The material has to be magnetic with the correct epitaxial crystal structure. As metals
are being grown on the top surface, roughness is also important. To obtain the optimum
conditions the sputtering power, sputtering atmosphere and annealing conditions were
varied. As part of this research and other related projects over 600 samples of YIG
were made. A series of YIG samples were made with consistent power of 50 W and
75 W. The oxygen content was varied and XRR used to determine the growth rate.

Figure 4.2: Growth rate of YIG as a function of oxygen content in the sputtering
atmosphere. Grown at 2.7 mTorr at 75 W (blue), and 2.7 mTorr at 50 W (red) showing
a saturation in the growth rate above 5% oxygen content.
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Figure 4.2 shows that a small amount of oxygen significantly reduces the growth
rate and that further oxygen content has a diminishing effect. From this it can be
deduced that the oxygen builds up on the surface of the target which reduces the sput-
tering rate. This effect becomes saturated above 5%. The oxygen content will also
affect the diffusion constant of the different elements in the sputtering atmosphere and
increase the initial oxygen content of the film. The surface roughness becomes larger
as the growth rate is increased. AFM measurements on samples both before and after
annealing found that the post-anneal roughness is dependent on the pre-anneal film
surface. This is expected and so a slow growth rate was adopted to reduce the sur-
face roughness. At 50 W and 5% oxygen content the sputtering rate is approximately
0.26±0.01 Å/s. These conditions yield an as-sputtered YIG RMS surface roughness
of 0.12±0.01 nm over 100 µm2. This is the same roughness as the polished GGG
substrate surface. Thicknesses were measured on all batches to monitor the stability of
this growth rate. In a single batch the rate was found to be consistent within 0.01 Å/s.
After a year of use the growth rate began to rapidly increase to as high as 0.40 Å/s.
This is due to thinning of the target increasing the sputter rate that was occasionally
corrected by changing the power, pressure or replacing the target. No samples that
were made with these higher growth rates were used for measuring the SHMR.

4.1.1 Annealing effects

The annealing temperature was determined by XRD. An as-sputtered YIG sample was
mounted on the XRD goniometer and under a weak vacuum of 10−2 Torr. A high
angle XRD scan was taken around the GGG <444> peak. The temperature was then
raised to 600◦C and the scan then repeated. The data in figure 4.3 show that the YIG
peak continues to grow up to 800◦C which is the maximum the instrument could op-
erate at. The final lattice constant after annealing from the Cu Kα2 wavelength is
12.352±0.002 Å compared to a bulk value of 12.376 Å [128]. Before each scan was
taken the temperature was allowed to stabilise for 1 hour. This information is in agree-
ment with literature values [129; 130]. To ensure good crystallisation 850◦C was used
for 2 hours. Twin samples of YIG were used to determine if higher temperatures up to
1000◦C and a longer anneal time of 24 hours made a difference. These tests showed
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no difference to annealing for 2 hours at 850◦C. No peaks corresponding to other iron
or yttrium oxides were observed in any samples both before and after annealing.

Figure 4.3: X-ray diffraction scans taken as a YIG sample is annealed at different
temperatures. The YIG peak grows in intensity until 800◦C where it then stops. This
determines the temperature needed for strong crystallisation of the YIG.

The annealing atmosphere was also shown to give much smoother surfaces using
an oxygen atmosphere. Pure nitrogen and a weak vacuum of 10−5 Torr were also tried.
These both showed asperities on the surface that are undesirable. For comparison twin
pieces of YIG were annealed in both nitrogen and open air. The RMS roughness is
much lower using open air, (0.35±0.05 nm), than for nitrogen, (4.8±0.5 nm), and the
asperities are no longer present shown in figure 4.4. We believe that the reason for this
is that any oxygen deficiency in the as-sputtered films is provided by being annealed
in air. During the annealing process the film then absorbs the required oxygen from
the atmosphere. The asperities are always present in films annealed in nitrogen or
a vacuum and from this it can be concluded that the as sputtered films are oxygen
deficient. As a result annealing in air was adopted as the best option for smooth YIG
films. The oxygen content of the as sputtered films is believed to be affected by the
sputtering atmosphere content but not enough for full garnet crystallisation without
additional oxygen from the annealing atmosphere.
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(a) Air (b) Nitrogen

(c) 2D surface comparison of (a), left, and, (b), right.

Figure 4.4: AFM on identical YIG on GGG annealed in air (a) and nitrogen (b). The
two dimensional images are shown in (c). A clear difference can be seen with the air
atmosphere during annealing yielding the smoother surface.

AFM measurements after annealing in nitrogen show how the surface roughness
is dependent on the oxygen content used in the sputtering atmosphere. Comparison
of these show that the columns are different in figure 4.5. From the plot of the RMS
values we see that a 5% oxygen mix provides the smoothest YIG after annealing. This
combined with other experiments later determined that this is the optimum condition
for the sputtering atmosphere. The annealing atmosphere is what provides the nec-
essary oxygen stoichiometry. However the oxygen in the sputtering atmosphere does
provide a much smoother surface before annealing by reducing the deposition rate and
balancing the metal stoichiometry. Once all YIG samples were annealed in open air
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the AFM images were consistent and no further asperities were seen on the films for
samples grown on GGG.

(a) 0% oxygen (b) 3.2% oxygen

(c) 5% oxygen (d) 10% oxygen

(e) 20% oxygen (f) RMS values

Figure 4.5: AFM on identical YIG on GGG annealed in nitrogen with a different
oxygen content in the sputtering atmosphere. The optimum condition for smooth films
is found using 5% oxygen content.

When the YIG target became thinner and the sputter rate increased the films were
found to be rougher despite a 5% oxygen content sputter atmosphere. Subsequent
annealing in air did not smooth the roughness out. The reason for the increased rough-
ness for 10% is not understood but could have been due to bad sample alignment during
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sputtering.

XRD peaks from the GGG substrate are doubled due to the Cu Kα1 and Cu Kα2

lines. To separate the YIG and GGG peaks the Cu Kα1 is the only wavelength used.
Figure 4.6 shows that the peaks are much better separated than is seen in figure 4.3. A
rocking curve taken aligned to the YIG peak shows a sharp line indicating that the crys-
tal quality is high. As a result the YIG peaks are measured with the monochromator
for better comparison.

Figure 4.6: High angle XRD scan of blank GGG substrate with, (red), and without,
(blue), monochromator. The use of the monochromator makes individual peaks from
YIG much easier to distinguish from the GGG.

Several samples were subjected to XRD scans at each stage of the YIG preparation.
This demonstrated that the annealing process is necessary for any crystal structure to
be formed as seen in figure 4.7. No as-sputtered sample on any substrate was found
to have crystal structure detected by XRD. The location of the peak however is not in
the expected place for the bulk lattice constant. For all samples prepared on GGG and
annealing in air, the YIG peak is at a lower angle than the GGG. This is in contrast to
figure 4.3 which was annealed in a vacuum which is closer to the bulk value than in air
implying the film is strained.
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Figure 4.7: High angle XRD scan of YIG film using the monochromator before, (blue),
and after annealing (red). The YIG peak can easily be distinguished in the post anneal
scan due to the crystallisation of the film.

Another experiment was performed to test the use of rapid thermal annealing. For
this a 50 nm piece of YIG on GGG was placed into a sealed heating chamber with
a pure nitrogen atmosphere. The temperature was raised to 850◦C for 20 seconds.
The heating and cooling took 150 seconds each. This sample was compared to a twin
annealed at 850◦C in open air and the results are shown in figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: In plane hysteresis loops of identically grown YIG after rapid thermal
annealing, (black), annealed slowly in open air (green) and annealed slowly in nitrogen
(red). Measurements taken at 250 K. All films are below the bulk value for YIG with
air giving the closest value.

Hysteresis loops indicate that the YIG has crystallised to form a magnetic material
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but with a significantly reduced magnetisation value compared to slow open air anneal
and the accepted bulk value of 140 e.m.u/cc. The surface roughness was too high to be
able to measure the thickness for rapidly annealed films. Inspecting the surface by eye
revealed that the YIG contained small multicoloured regions on the surface. Defects
and strains cause a wide range of colours in gems and so the conclusion is that the high
speed of the annealing has caused this.

4.1.2 Etching effects

To counter the column growth of the YIG, ion milling was attempted to reduce the
surface roughness. The YIG sample was bombarded by 1 kV argon ions at a 55◦angle
of incidence. This was found to reduce the columns height by two thirds but not
completely. As the film thickness is 117±3 nm a reduction of around 50 nm and still
not yielding a surface as smooth as those annealed in air is not a practical solution
to the problem. To flatten the surface to an acceptable level would remove the entire
thickness of the YIG and require a long processing time. Ion milling is also used as
an etching process to improve the spin mixing conductance [92]. Pilot experiments on
this demonstrated it was not as effective as treating with acid.

(a) (b) Nitrogen

Figure 4.9: AFM images of YIG sample before, (a), and after ion milling, (b). This
shows a clear reduction in the surface roughness yet it does not make the film as smooth
as samples made without the column growths.
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Piranha etching described in chapter 3 removes a variable amount of material and
so the XRR is necessary to know the final sample thickness as calibration rates may not
be accurate. In general the hotter the acid the higher the etch rate. The rate of cooling
after the sample is inserted cannot be directly controlled with the available facilities.
Further complication arises from the different etch rate of the garnet structure and any
different material on the untreated surface. A GGG substrate was also treated with the
acid before YIG deposition and compared to untreated substrates. No difference was
found to occur. XRD measurements are not substantially affected by acid etching of
the YIG except an anticipated reduction in the peak intensity that is proportional to the
YIG thickness.

XRR measurements were done on several YIG samples at each stage of prepara-
tion. Extraction of the YIG thicknesses from figure 4.10 show that the annealing has
very little effect on thickness. The critical edge shows little change indicating that the
electron density on the surface is similar.

Figure 4.10: Typical example of XRR measurements taken on YIG at each stage of
preparation. The Kiessig fringes decay considerably after annealing due to the simi-
larity in electron density across the YIG/GGG interface after crystallisation.

These thicknesses can be measured accurately up to 170 nm. Beyond this thick-
ness, Kiessig fringes are too close together to distinguish. A calibration growth rate
is used based on the thickest film that the thickness could be determined to provide
an estimate. With the growth rate of 0.26 Å these thicker films take several hours to
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grow. This does give considerable time for a small change in sputter rate as a result
of pressure variation or heating of the target and substrate. To check the growth rate a
second calibration sample is done at the end of the growth.

4.1.3 Silicon substrates

YIG was first attempted to be grown on silicon. Using this substrate, growth rates
were established and magnetic insulating YIG films were successfully grown. The
annealing process does cause a poor quality YIG film to be formed however. XRD
shown in figure 4.11 demonstrates that the YIG is polycrystalline. This is similar to
what is seen in the literature for non-garnet substrates [131]. To help promote the
growth of epitaxial YIG, a 5 nm thick seed layer of tantalum or copper with lattice
constants of 3.310 Å and 3.597 Å respectively was first added to the silicon before
YIG deposition. This increased the crystal nature as seen from the intensity of the
peaks yet they still show multiple crystal orientations. Magnetometry shows an in-
plane coercive field of 45 Oe which is much higher than on GGG. These samples even
exhibited visible cracks in the surface.

Figure 4.11: XRD of YIG grown on silicon. Also shown with a Ta and Cu seed layer
where the peaks attributable to the YIG have a higher intensity indicating a higher
degree of crystal ordering.

This is due to the thermal expansion coefficient being considerably different on
silicon (2.50 x 10−6 K−1) than YIG (1.04 x 10−5 K−1). The surface roughness is high
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(a) SEM image of cracked YIG surface (b) VSM at 250K

Figure 4.12: Properties of YIG grown on silicon after annealing. The magnetic mea-
surements indicate bulk like behaviour however the surface roughness is unacceptably
high to use for SHMR experiments.

as a result with XRR measurements unable to measure the thicknesses after annealing.
In the event that high quality YIG could be made on silicon the substrate cannot be
cleaned with piranha acid. The silicon substrate would be rapidly consumed by the
oxidation process in a potentially explosive reaction and so an alternative treatment
would need to be employed.

4.1.4 YAG substrates

Several samples were grown on yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG) substrates. These
were made alongside twin samples on GGG for comparison. The as-sputtered films
were both smooth and of similar thicknesses. These were annealed at 850◦C in open
air. After annealing the AFM shows a considerable difference in the YIG depend-
ing on the substrate. This surface roughness is also confirmed by the XRR where the
Kiessig fringes become too faint to distinguish on the YAG substrate samples. Before
annealing the RMS roughness on YAG and GGG substrates were 0.08±0.01 nm and
0.12±0.01 nm respectively. Post annealing these values change to 1.1±0.1 nm and
0.37±0.05 nm. The different lattice constant of the YAG (11.953 Å) is considerable
and has induced a strain on the YIG due to the mismatching. Magnetometry compar-
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isons reveal noticeable differences in the hysteresis loops. The likely polycrystalline
nature of the YIG films is the most probable explanation for the wider coercive field.

(a) GGG pre-anneal (b) YAG pre-anneal

(c) GGG post-anneal (d) YAG post-anneal

(e) 2D surface comparison

Figure 4.13: Comparison of AFM scans on YIG films grown on GGG and YAG sub-
strates. Samples annealed in air with 5% oxygen sputtering atmosphere. The GGG
substrate produces the best surface but YAG leaves distinct mounds after annealing.

YAG was not extensively studied due to these differences however it still holds
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(a) XRD scan for YIG on YAG post anneal (b) In plane VSM at 250K

Figure 4.14: Properties of YIG grown on YAG after annealing. The crystal properties
and magnetic measurements indicate that the film is bulk like with the only negative
property being the surface roughness.

some value for research purposes. YAG will also be revisited in chapter 5 as platinum
wires were found to show the same SHMR as the twin YIG films on GGG. YIG on
YAG has a very different surface as seen in figure 4.13. The as-sputtered material is
the same as the GGG. Post annealing a considerable difference is found. Here we see
a regular pattern of smooth bubble shaped curves. This indicates that the lattice mis-
matching is creating columns of crystal structure that are disjointed from each other.
XRR data also show a decay in the Kiessig fringes that make the thickness impossible
to determine. This is due to the granular features being large on the scale of the X-
ray wavelength. Acid etching is likely to open the channels between these features and
make them wider and further increasing the roughness. Figure 4.14 shows that the YIG
is still magnetic and has crystal structure on the YAG. From this we see that the YIG is
still made and that it is only the surface roughness that is the key issue favouring GGG.

In conclusion the GGG is the only suitable substrate to make smooth YIG films.
The RMS roughness is found to be low on all thicknesses made and on all samples
measured that were prepared by the standard recipe.
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4.1.5 Hot growths

A few YIG samples were prepared by sputtering onto a heated substrate. GGG sub-
strates were placed into a different sputtering chamber and heated. A 5% oxygen
sputtering atmosphere was used to keep the growth as similar to other samples as pos-
sible. The samples were deposited at 500◦C up to 650◦C. None of these samples
showed magnetism before annealing and were found to be too rough for a thickness
to be determined by XRR. These samples were then annealed and AFM images were
then taken. These samples did exhibit magnetism post anneal, however figure 4.15
shows the YIG has been transformed from a thin film to a series of regular mounds.
The height and density of these mounds suggests that all of the YIG material has con-
densed into these columns. As a result the hot grown YIG was abandoned to pursue
the cold growths annealed in air. This method could still hold potential if the surface
roughness problem can be resolved which we believe will require a high oxygen con-
tent whilst being sputtered onto the heated substrate. If successful this could produce
epitaxial YIG as-deposited with a low surface roughness and may not need etching.
As a result any metal could then be deposited in situ making a complete device in one
growth.

Figure 4.15: AFM image of YIG grown at 650 ◦C after annealing. This films surface
is clearly not suitable for a device as all of the YIG material appears to have amassed
into columns up to 500 nm high.

4.1.6 Optimal YIG recipe

From these experiments the optimum conditions were determined and a standard recipe
for YIG growth drawn up. This is given in table 4.2. Samples made using these condi-
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tions have been consistent for a period of around 1 year. The remainder of the results
in this section are based on YIG made by the standard recipe with optional acid etch-
ing unless otherwise stated. Also GGG was chosen as the standard substrate with the
<111> axis pointing out of the plane. Where any differences were found on new
samples that deviated from what is expected they were not used for SHMR measure-
ments. Towards the end of the project the sputter rate began to increase considerably
and the surface roughness of the samples increased. This is most likely due to the tar-
get becoming thinner and so it was replaced with a new one. This new target is yet to
produce YIG that exhibits the bulk magnetisation and the reasons for this are still not
clear. None of the samples in this thesis are from this new target.

Growth condition Standard value
Growth rate 0.26 Å/s

Growth atmosphere 95% Ar 5% O2

Sputter pressure 2.4 mTorr
Annealing temperature 850◦C
Annealing atmosphere Open air

Annealing time 2 hours

Table 4.2: YIG growth parameters adopted for the standard growth process.

4.2 Variation of YIG thickness

4.2.1 Magnetisation properties

VSM measurements were taken on most YIG samples to confirm they are magnetic.
The coercive field and the magnetisation are both important quantities to determine.
On the samples annealed in a nitrogen atmosphere the YIG is found to have a wide
coercive field compared to those annealed in air shown in figure 4.16. The coercive
field of these films is wide which is likely to be as a result of poor crystal quantity.
The magnetisation is also found to be below the bulk value. This is likely due to the
lack of oxygen in the films preventing the super-exchange coupling the iron atoms. If
the oxygen is missing in particular regions this could be modelled as a polycrystalline
material composed of lots of small regions of epitaxial YIG separated by defects.
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Figure 4.16: Coercive field of YIG as a function of oxygen growth content. Samples
were annealed in a nitrogen atmosphere. No oxygen content gives a much lower co-
ercive field indicating a considerable difference in stoichiometry of the as sputtered
material.

YIG samples annealed in air are considerably different. The VSM hysteresis loops
show that the YIG is very soft. The coercive field is as low as 0.1 Oe indicating
high epitaxial crystal structure. Such a narrow loop is at the limits of the field sweep
resolution. The coercive field is also shown to change as a function of thickness and it
is seen there is only a small increase as the YIG is made thicker at 280 K. In the low
temperature region the difference becomes much wider for thin YIG.

As the temperature is decreased the coercive field is found to become larger as
shown in figure 4.17. The coercive field in the low temperature region is used to define
the minimum field required to saturate the magnetisation when performing transport
measurements. Rotating the sample keeping the applied magnetic field in the plane of
the film showed little difference depending on orientation. It is possible that there is
a hard axis defined in the film. This could be a result of a weak applied field during
annealing as the coercive field is comparable to the earths magnetic field or any created
by the heating coils of the tube furnace.

The magnetisation is found to approximate to bulk for thick films over 200 nm.
Below this thickness the total moment is reduced and this becomes more prominent at
low temperatures as seen in figure 4.18. This deviation is an important issue to resolve
as it could have serious consequences for the spin current that can be injected into it.
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(a) Hysteresis loops on 250 nm thick YIG (b) Hysteresis loops on 45 nm thick YIG

Figure 4.17: Coercive field temperature dependence for YIG showing a clear widening
of the coercive field at low temperatures for the two films. The magnetisation increase
for the thick film is as expected but the thin film does not show this trend.

Combining this trend with the images of the interface seen by TEM we believe that
the source of this reduction of magnetisation is at the YIG/GGG interface. The main
reason for this being studied is that the SHMR in platinum has a similar downturn at
approximately 100K. This lead to the idea that there could be a connection between
them however as will be seen in chapter 5 the YIG thickness does not change the
temperature dependence of the SHMR.

The magnetisation has also been found to be below the bulk value on some samples
prepared by the standard recipe. towards the end of this work the sputter rate began
to become erratic and increasing. The result of this was large surface roughness. To
correct for this a new YIG target replaced the old which had become considerably
thinner due to the amount of use. Films sputtered from this target have consistently
shown reduced magnetisation even on thicker films. The cause of this is yet to be
determined with possible explanations being that the stoichiometry of deposition or
the quality of the target possible causes. This was measured with a SQUID-VSM as
shown in figure 4.19.

GGG paramagnetism made the determination of the out of plane magnetic proper-
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Figure 4.18: Temperature dependence for the saturation magnetisation for different
YIG thicknesses. The downturn at low temperatures cash be seen to be related to
the film thickness with the thinner films exhibiting the largest deviation from the bulk
trend. Bulk value data taken from [132].

ties hard to obtain good data for. The magnetisation of the sample in this orientation
takes a linear dependence with applied field the same as the paramagnetism. Sepa-
rating these two could not be accurately distinguished however this would not be a
problem for YAG substrates. As the out of plane saturation field cannot accurately be
measured by magnetometry and so is estimated by the demagnetisation factor used in
equation 4.1. For a thin film the in-plane factor is 0 and out of the plane is 1. Using
the magnetisation of the bulk YIG gives the potential minimum applied field needed.
Examples from the literature are shown in figure 4.20.

B = µ0(H−NdM) (4.1)

The literature does contain some measurements like this but without a detailed
description of how it was accomplished. From these we see that the saturation field is
in keeping with our theoretical limit.

Measurements of YIG grown on YAG show a difference to the GGG substrate.
The coercive field is much wider despite being annealed in oxygen. From this is likely
that the widening of the coercive field is due to defects and not because of reduced
oxygen content. If the granular nature of the surface continues into the bulk of the
material then this would explain the results. Further TEM investigation on one of these
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a b

Figure 4.19: SQUID VSM measurements of YIG magnetisation at different tempera-
tures with a deviation from the bulk trend at low temperatures (a). Coercive field as a
function of temperature widening at lower temperatures as expected (b).

Figure 4.20: Hysteresis loops taken on variable YIG thicknesses. They show a very
small coercive field consistent with our data and a deviation from the bulk value on
thinner samples. Data taken from [133].

samples could confirm this. The magnetisation is also different. It is below the bulk
value that is expected. Its temperature dependence however does not show a downturn
in magnetisation at low temperatures.

In conclusion we have shown that the YIG is magnetic with a low coercive field.
The saturation point tells us the required magnetic field needed to conduct SHMR
experiments. The downturn in magnetisation for thin YIG at low temperatures is not
fully understood and is currently being studied in a parallel project. The current belief
is that a thin layer at the bottom of gadolinium iron garnet (GdIG) as the gadolinium
switches place with the yttrium [134–137]. This would give rise to a thin region at
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the substrate interface where the magnetic behaviour does not follow that of YIG and
explain the downturn in magnetisation. This is also consistent with the downturn being
thickness dependent as a fixed layer at the bottom would have a reduced effect on the
total magnetisation of thicker films. However we do not believe that this has any
significant impact in the SHMR work in this thesis as this effect happens at the top
interface.

4.2.2 Crystal properties

The intensity of the <444> peak from the YIG increases with sample thickness as
expected as shown in figure 4.21. Calculated lattice constants are given in table 4.3

Figure 4.21: High angle XRD scan of YIG films of different thicknesses after anneal-
ing. The intensity increases with thickness as expected but the peak is found at lower
angles for the thicker films indicating there is a change in the strain.

YIG thickness Lattice constant
Bulk value 12.376 Å

45 nm 12.447 Å
76 nm 12.423 Å

170 nm 12.461 Å
250 nm 12.466 Å

Table 4.3: Lattice constants for different thicknesses of YIG.
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The location of the peaks due to YIG are not as expected from the accepted value of
the lattice constant. This indicates a strain on the crystal that varies with YIG thickness.
This drift of the peaks to the left implies that the films have strain that is expanding the
crystal structure out of the plane. This is also seen in the literature including films that
are prepared by LPE indicating strain in the film [87; 88].

The thinner samples also have peaks that are broader than expected and the 76
nm sample appears to have a double peak. This indicates that the YIG structure is
different at the interface to the bulk material above it. It does also offer some evidence
for a magnetic dead layer that is made from diffusion of the substrate elements across
the interface forming an intermediary garnet material. GdIG has a lattice constant of
12.470 Å which could explain the location of the YIG peak being at a lower angle
than expected [135; 136]. This peak offset is seen in the literature for sputtered films
[138; 139]. As the thickness increases we would however expect the peak to move
to a higher angle where it should be for the bulk value. The reason this is not seen
remains to be explained. Some individual films also exhibited Laue oscillations. These
oscillations indicate that the films are exceptionally smooth and has also been seen
in the literature, however these are only seen when the films are grown by off-axis
sputtering [139]. Figure 4.22 shows these Laue oscillations on a 75 nm thick YIG
film. This explains why only a few individual samples exhibit the Laue oscillations
and are likely the result of a misalignment during growth.

Figure 4.22: High angle XRD scan of 75 nm thick YIG film showing Laue oscillations.
These were not seen in most films suggesting this was an abnormally smooth sample.
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4.3 Transmission electron microscopy

YIG samples were prepared for TEM by both methods described in chapter 3. These
had sheet metal grown on top instead of wires to ensure the metal is found where
the sample is made thin enough to be transparent to the electron beam. The YIG
structure is shown in a range of bright field images on samples prepared throughout
the research project. Each of these images are similar indicating the consistency of the
garnet structure. A clear regular pattern of atoms in the YIG matches well with that
seen in the substrate layer. This matching is seen in the literature and no large scale
defects have been seen on any images taken illustrated in figure 4.23. All of these
samples were annealed but some were not subject to acid etching. This etching shows
no difference to the crystal structure of the main bulk of the material.

Figure 4.23: Bright field image of YIG structure. The red dots show the signature cross
pattern of atoms matching with the known garnet structure seen in the model on the
left. Comparative diagram taken from [140]

Figure 4.24 shows the sample where the hole is made during preparation. Sur-
rounding the hole there is a region that has no clear crystal structure indicating damage
by argon ions. This effect is substantial and a reason why ion milling the YIG/NM
interface was not extensively studied.
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Figure 4.24: Bright field image of YIG structure where the hole is made. The ion
milling is shown to damage the YIG crystal structure around the edge of the hole.

4.3.1 GGG/YIG interface

A detailed study of the GGG/YIG interface is difficult to do by bright field images
as the structure matching makes it difficult to distinguish between the layers at high
magnification. This is seen in figure 4.25 with the colour contrast defining the two
regions. The blue line indicates the 111 crystal axis. This line is matched by a regular
pattern of atoms that crosses the interface without change. High angle annular dark
field (HAADF) imaging has a sharp contrast on the material density and so this shows
the different regions much better. This is used to focus in on the region so that a
bright field image can be taken. Along this interface a series of dark patches are found
all along the material shown in figure 4.26 and 4.27. EDX linescans were taken across
both the dark and light regions of the interface to map the density of different elements.
The line on the HAADF image represents the position shown in the linescan data.

These line scans show that there is a region of approximately 10 nm where the
elements from both the YIG and GGG are found to coexist. The resolution is not high
enough to say how much diffusion of these atoms is present but it is in keeping with
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Figure 4.25: Bright field TEM image of GGG/YIG interface marked by the red line
that is hard to distinguish under high magnification. The blue line indicates the<111>
crystal axis normal to the plane as expected.

the possibility that there is a GdIG layer in-between the other two garnets. Comparison
between the light and dark parts of the interface shows no obvious difference and so
we believe these could be regions of strained material or voids where there is a lack of
material. Further investigation of this part of the YIG still needs to be undertaken in
particular a proposal has been made to investigate it by polarised neutron reflectometry
(PNR).

4.3.2 YIG/NM interface

The YIG/NM surface is found to be smooth as expected from AFM measurements.
Acid etching is shown to have removed some regions of the YIG that have defects
in as seen in figure 4.28. The un-etched sample on the right shows regions on the
surface where there appears to be atoms missing leaving dark patches. This was not
seen on samples subjected to etching such as the image on the left. This shows that
the incomplete garnet regions are removed by the etching process leaving only the
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a b

Figure 4.26: Data taken across a dark region of the YIG/GGG interface. (a) HAADF
image showing the line used for the EDX scan that is shown in (b) mapping the ele-
ments across the interface with an overlapping of the elements from the two regions.

a b

Figure 4.27: Data taken across a bright region of the YIG/GGG interface. (a) HAADF
image showing the line used for the EDX scan that is shown in (b) mapping the ele-
ments across the interface with an overlapping of the elements from the two regions.
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complete structure at the interface.

a b

Figure 4.28: Bright field images of the YIG/Pt interface. The etched YIG in (a) main-
tain the garnet structure at the Pt interface but the un-etched YIG in (b) has dark regions
that may have missing atoms.

On some later samples it was found that the etching was not needed to improve
the SHMR and the reason can be seen in the bright field images of twin samples in
figure 4.29. Here we see identically prepared YIG with one sample etched and the
other not. No defects in the crystal can be seen in either sample which supports the
idea that the interface between the YIG and metal has to be sharp without any other
material between them. The etched sample on the left does however show some surface
roughness which we attribute to a particularly aggressive acid treatment. It is not
fully understood why this particular batch did not need etching to be successful. One
possibility is that the stoichiometry is sufficiently close to the requirement that full
crystallisation of the material was possible without any excess of any element that
forms a different structure on the top interface.

Across the YIG/NM interface there is some evidence of iron contamination in the
tungsten. The HAADF image in figure 4.30 with the tungsten in the white region and
the YIG below. The EDX scan across the interface shows a spike in the iron content
represented by the green line at the 8 nm position. The tungsten shown by the black line
indicates that this is inside the tungsten region. This does need further investigation as
the sample can drift in the beam and the exact amount of iron needs to be determined if
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a b

Figure 4.29: Bright field images of YIG/W interface. Here the etched sample, (b), has
some surface roughness not present in the un-etched sample (b).

it is present in the platinum. There is no EDX evidence of its presence in the platinum.
The scans show the expected decay of the YIG elements being replaced by the tungsten
as the interface is approached. The transition is not sudden due to the finite size of the
sample area and could explain this iron increase.

a b

Figure 4.30: HAADF image of YIG/W interface. (a) EDX line shown on HAADF
image. (b) EDX data across interface. We see a small increase of iron content in the
tungsten layer suggesting possible contamination.

The location of the elements was studied over a two diminutional area by STEM
mapping. In particular this is used to look at the oxygen content as this is fundamental
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to the magnetic exchange interaction in the YIG. An example of this is shown in figure
4.31. We see the different metals of the YIG and substrate are as expected. The
measurement is insufficient to be able to prove diffusion of the metals between the
interface if it is only present in a thin region. It does show no large scale contamination
however. The oxygen content between the regions is found to be sufficiently close that
the interface cannot be determined. This is as would be expected as the oxygen density
in the two garnets should be identical.

(a) HAADF image (b) Gd (c) Ga

(d) Y (e) Fe (f) O

Figure 4.31: STEM mapping of the elements on a GGG/YIG/Pt sample. (a) shows
the dark field image of the region being scanned and (b)-(f) show the density of the
elements. Clear bands can be seen corresponding to the YIG and GGG layers with
little diffusion between them.

The acid etching process removes any non-magnetic material from the YIG surface
to improve spin mixing conductance. A similar improvement has been shown in the
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Figure 4.32: Bright field TEM images of YIG/NM interfaces demonstrating the im-
portance to spin mixing conductance. The voltage shown is produced by FMR spin
pumping into platinum. Taken from [140].

literature that gives a large increase in the spin mixing conductance as seen in figure
4.32 [140]. The YIG sample was heated in situ to promote surface re-crystalisation
before the platinum was deposited. This made the crystal structure of the YIG be
maintained all the way to the platinum instead of a gap in the untreated sample. The
thin band between the YIG and platinum is still present on the TEM images of the
etched YIG but is thinner. The crystal structure itself is also in good agreement with
our samples and matches the known garnet structure.

The metals themselves do not show any clear structure. The platinum does have
some indication for crystallisation but it is not in a consistent order. Faint lines can
be seen in the bright field images which are in agreement with an XRD scan on sheet
platinum. This showed a small <111> platinum peak. The tungsten is without any
structure also as expected indicating that is in an amorphous phase. Resistivity mea-
surements on the tungsten prepared for TEM were all of the amorphous type as well.
No TEM measurements were taken on tungsten that behaved like a normal metal. For
the tungsten to be in its β phase we would expect to see a porous material that grows
in a column nature. As no evidence for this is seen we conclude that the material is
amorphous.
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4.4 Ferromagnetic resonance

FMR is a standard technique that is used to probe the spin dynamics of a ferromagnetic
material. The magnetisation vector of an electrons spin is known to precess around
an applied magnetic field at the Larmor frequency [141; 142]. When the magnetic
material is subjected to microwave radiation of the same frequency it absorbs energy
that allows the electrons to transition to a new energy level that has the opposite spin
orientation. This absorption is measured to determine the Larmor frequency and its
linewidth. The technique can also be used for spin pumping into a NM that is in
contact with the magnetic material. As this is similar to the SHMR where a spin current
is injected from one material to the other. As a result it can offer information about
the spin mixing conductance at the interface. The YIG recipe used in this research has
been used for FMR work by collaborators at the University of Exeter. Examples of the
work are shown in figure 4.33.

a b

Figure 4.33: (a) Frequency vs applied field for 45 nm thick YIG film with a clear fit
to the Kittel equation. (b) Linewidth of the YIG vs frequency in agreement with the
expected values found in the literature.

The Larmor frequency is shown to change with applied magnetic field as expected
by the Kittel equation [143]. The linewidth is found to be small reaching as high as
6 Oe for a frequency of 2.5 GHz. Results from the literature show that this is in the
expected range of 0.6-10 Oe [144; 145]. The small line width is indicative that the
YIG has very low microwave loss and low Gilbert damping which is expected for
high quality YIG. The results of these experiments are still to be completed and await
publication and so shall not be discussed further in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 5

Spin Hall magnetoresistance in platinum
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5.1 Resistivity

5.1.1 Growth parameters

Platinum wires were deposited by sputtering using the masking technique described
in chapter 4. A power of 9 W and an pressure of 2.4 mTorr yielded a typical growth
rate of 1.6±0.1 Å/s. The wires are 200 µm wide and 3.5 mm long. These dimensions
are used to convert resistance measurements into resistivity. To ensure accuracy of
the conversion factor these wire dimensions were studied and the thickness carefully
calibrated. Individual wires on YIG samples where there are multiple thicknesses of
platinum is difficult to do by XRR. This is due to the small surface area compared to
the footprint of the X-ray beam. Calibration sheet films were grown for each sample
batch so an estimate could be calculated. To confirm that this rate is applicable for
the wires, a set was studied more closely. Four wires grown simultaneously on silicon
substrates were measured by XRR and compared with the sheet film.

Figure 5.1: XRR thickness measurements of platinum wires in comparison to sheet
film. The difference in resolution and intensity is due to a smaller surface area of the
wires.

These results give thicknesses of 19.5±0.5 nm and 19.1±0.2 nm for the sheet film
and four wire samples respectively. The profilometer scan on one of the wires was
found to be in agreement with a thickness of 19±1 nm. The profilometer also shows
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some minor evidence for the shadowing effect of the mask that reduces the thickness
of the wire but only in a narrow region at the edges. Other edge effects can be seen by
SEM in figure 5.2. The edge is not perfectly straight as a result of imperfections in the
mask shape. One mask was found to have serious indents at some places and so these
samples had to be regrown. As a result each wire measured was checked carefully by
microscope to ensure a good rectangular wire geometry.

Figure 5.2: SEM image of platinum wire on YIG at 1300 times magnification. The
edge of the platinum is not straight and has some rough edges due to imperfections in
the mask used during sputtering.

To measure the wire resistance the four probe method is used with a current of 100
µA. This was found to give a good signal to noise ratio without causing sufficient Joule
heating to change the wires resistivity. The contacts were made by aluminium wire
bonding onto the platinum wire and measuring the length between the inner voltage
probe edges with a travelling microscope. This length is then used with the thickness
calculation and known width to give the conversion factor to measure the resistivity.
The resistance was measured using the average of 104 voltage measurements with
forward and reverse currents.

Sheet films of platinum on GGG were also used to study the crystal nature by
XRD. As the intrinsic mechanism of the spin Hall effect is based on a periodic lattice
we expect this to be an important factor in the size of the SHMR. The XRD scan shown
in figure 5.3 indicates a peak for the platinum which corresponds to the <111> plane
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in the FCC structure as expected. From this data a lattice constant of 3.918±0.002 Å is
extracted in comparison with 3.924 Å for the accepted bulk value [146]. The gaussian
fit from the insert was used to calculate the FWHM as 0.326◦. The scherrer equation
is given in 5.1 to calculate the grain size τ .

τ =
Kλ

βcosθ
(5.1)

The FWHM is given by β, K is a shape factor close to unity, θ is the Bragg angle
and λ is the X-ray wavelength. From this a grain size of 25.9 nm is extracted. It is
also interesting to note that the platinum appears to be matching with the orientation of
the GGG substrate. The lack of any other peaks indicate that this structure is uniform
however there could be other undetected peaks due to the low intensity. TEM images
also indicate the presence of layers in the platinum parallel to the GGG surface.

Figure 5.3: XRD scan on 64 nm thick sheet platinum on GGG showing the presence of
the<111> peak. Inset shows the detailed platinum peak with a gaussian fit highlighted
in red used to calculate grain size.

5.1.2 Thickness dependence

The resistivity of the platinum measured as a function of thickness has shown that the
surface scattering plays a dominant role in the thin wires that are used for measuring
the SHMR. Several other factors affect the resistivity such as the surface roughness
and defects in the platinum structure [147–149]. To minimise this the samples used for
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the SHMR study in this section were all done on YIG films prepared by the standard
recipe and were found to have low surface roughness. The dominant effect is the
surface scattering that is described by the Fuchs-Sondheimer model. This raises the
resistivity well above the bulk value of 10.6 µΩcm (at 300 K)[47; 150; 151]. We see a
sharp rise in the resistivity of platinum up to an order of magnitude over this bulk value
in figure 5.4. The fits to this model yield a bulk resistivity of 53.2±0.5 and 30.7±0.5
µΩcm at 297 K and 5 K respectively. As these are both well above the bulk value
we can conclude that the platinum is not single crystal but a polycrystalline material
with many defects and small grain size. This is in agreement with the TEM images of
the platinum where some evidence of structure exists but not of high quality epitaxial
order. The platinum peak in figure 5.3 is also weak. The mean free path was calculated
to be 3.1±0.1 and 6.9±0.1 nm for 297 K and 5 K respectively.

Figure 5.4: Platinum resistivity as a function of thickness. Performed at 297 K and 5 K
with fits made to the Fuchs-Sondheimer equation. From these fits the bulk resistivity
was calculated.

To ensure a continuous layer of platinum is deposited no samples were made thin-
ner than 0.8 nm. It was found that the resistivity of platinum grown on YIG using YAG
as a substrate is less than 2% higher than on GGG. This is attributed to the surface
roughness seen in the previous chapter. The resistivity data are shown in figure 5.5

At low temperatures the platinum grown on YIG exhibits an upturn in resistivity
that is dependent on thickness. This upturn is found in metals with magnetic impurities
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Figure 5.5: Resistivity as a function of temperature for 2 nm platinum on YIG showing
the comparison between GGG and YAG substrates. The difference is small indicating
the YIG surface roughness do not make a significant contribution to resistivity for these
samples.

known as the Kondo effect [152; 153]. The cause of this cannot be an impurity in the
platinum target however. For this to be the case the upturn would be independent of
thickness. The data in figure 5.6 shows that the upturn increases dramatically as the
thickness is reduced. The upturn is plotted against ln T in figure 5.7 showing a linear
trend. The percentage increase between this minimum temperature and at 1.5 K is
shown in figure 5.8. The minimum in the resistivity is found at a higher temperature
as the thickness is reduced.

(a) 0.86nm Pt. (b) 3nm Pt

Figure 5.6: Resistivity upturn in platinum grown on YIG demonstrating the thickness
dependence. The upturn is found to be much more significant for thinner platinum and
starts at a higher temperature.
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The implication is that if this is the Kondo effect due to impurities then the impurity
must be at the interface with the YIG. This would be explained by iron from the YIG
diffusing into the bottom of the platinum. Any loose iron atoms left on the surface
after annealing or etching is unlikely as the final cleaning stages should remove this. It
could also be evidence of magnetic proximity effect [154]. A thin layer of the platinum
becoming magnetic at the interface of the YIG could have a similar effect to iron
impurities or there could be atomic diffusion of iron into the platinum.

Figure 5.7: Resistivity plotted against Ln T for 0.86 nm Pt in the low temperature
region. The linear fit in black that is consistent with both Kondo impurities and locali-
sation effects as possible explanations for the resistivity upturn.

Another possibility can be given by the surface roughness. Despite the interface be-
ing very smooth the roughness that does exist becomes significant when the thickness
of the platinum approaches 1 nm. Small undulations of the YIG that protrude into the
platinum could influence the conduction electrons in a similar manner to a magnetic
atom alloyed with the platinum directly. The cause of this upturn is not conclusively
proven and so requires further study to determine its origin. The effect of this on the
resistivity is only relevant in the low temperature region. A more convincing argument
for the resistivity upturn is the localisation effect. This effect is seen in ultra thin films
and is caused by electron-electron scattering in a two dimensional system [155; 156].
Figure 5.7 shows a linear trend that demonstrates that the upturn is logarithmic with
a gradient of -1.35. This logarithmic relation is consistent for both the Kondo effect
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and electron-electron localisation. The thickness dependence of this follows an inverse
square relation so the upturn increases as the wire becomes thinner. From figure 5.8
(b) we see this trend matches our experimental data. This is in contrast to the Kondo
effect which would be independent of sample thickness unless the magnetic impurities
arise from atomic diffusion from the YIG into a thin layer of the platinum.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: Temperature of the minimum resistivity as a function of the platinum thick-
ness (a). Resistivity increase from the minimum value to 1.5 K (b) fit indicates an
inverse square dependence.

5.1.3 Temperature dependence

The general shape of the platinum resistivity follows what is expected for a NM above
the low temperature Kondo like upturn. This linear temperature dependence was seen
in all platinum grown. The change in resistivity over the 1.5-300 K temperature range
is shown in figure 5.9. This is relevant to the SHMR as it makes an important fitting
parameter. We define the residual resistivity ratio (RRR) as the resistivity at 297 K
divided by the minimum resistivity for the individual wires. This represents the re-
sistivity change in the region where NM behaviour is observed that is dominated by
electron-phonon scattering.

RRR =
R297K

Rmin

(5.2)
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Figure 5.9: Residual resistivity ratio change as a function of platinum thickness. As the
thickness decreases the dominant component of resistivity comes from surface scatter-
ing which is temperature independent resulting in a small RRR.

As we can see from figure 5.9 the RRR increases with the platinum thickness.
The bulk value will not be reached for platinum that still exhibits SHMR that is large
enough to be measured. All platinum made on this project followed the correct NM
temperature dependence The change in the RRR is small in comparison to the percent-
age change in the SHMR over the same temperature range. As the resistivity directly
contributes to the spin Hall angle in the SHMR equation, for a 10 nm thick wire we
would expect a 62% change in spin Hall angle due to resistivity change. Below this
thickness the percentage decreases dramatically.

5.2 SHMR properties

5.2.1 Angular rotations

The angular dependence was obtained by measuring resistances with the four probe
method. Resistance measurements are taken at regular angular intervals at a stable
temperature and a current of 100 µA. Changing the current was found to make no
difference to the SHMR. Resistance measurements were taken in 5◦ steps with a 2
second pause between the sample moving and the next measurement taken. This helps
to remove any noise due to the sample movement causing temperature fluctuations
during rotation. The measurements were done in excess of 360◦ and repeated in both
clockwise and anti-clockwise direction. The in-plane rotation angle is labelled α, and
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5.2 SHMR properties

the transverse and longitudinal out of plane rotations are given by angles β and γ

respectively.

Figure 5.10: Resistance change of 0.86 nm platinum wire as a function of angle at 297
K and 0.1T applied field. The three different geometries show that a change is only
measured in-plane and transverse out of the plane orientations.

From this the stability of the temperature could be tested to ensure that the ampli-
tude is due to the SHMR. Samples were mounted in three different orientations. The
rotations in two of these fit the sin2 shape expected by SHMR theory. Typical data
for this is shown in 5.10. It can be sent that the resistance change is dependent on
which angle that is made between the spin direction and the magnetisation direction
as expected by theory. The rotation around γ shows no resistivity change where the
angle between current and magnetisation changes. This angular pattern is found to be
consistent at all temperatures measured.

The data in the first publication attributed to this work was not done in this way
[157]. Field sweeps were used instead to determine the angular dependence which
produced the data shown in 5.11. The field sweeps were done along the hard axis of
the YIG. The size of the effect in this is much smaller that what is seen in the literature
and its temperature dependence will be discussed later. The resistance begins to change
at the applied field that corresponds to the saturation field of the YIG. The shape of the
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resistance in figure 5.11 is not perfectly matched to the hysteresis loop data which
indicates an issue with the magnetisation rotation when using a field sweep. The VSM
data in figure 5.12 shows this piece of YIG has an in plane magnetic anisotropy. A
basis angular rotation method was used to measure the in-plane SHMR and was found
to be in agreement with the magnitude of the effect measured using the field sweeps.

Figure 5.11: Field sweeps done on 2.5 nm platinum wire on 45 nm thick YIG at 250
K. The resistance change is used to estimate the SHMR of the platinum. The unusual
shape demonstrates the limited use of field sweeps over angular rotations.

Figure 5.12: VSM data for the hard and easy axis of YIG used in figure 5.11 at 250
K. The saturation field of the loops approximately agree with the applied field that the
resistance of the platinum becomes field independent.

The field sweep should reflect half the full rotation as the magnetisation. However
the asymmetry in the YIG magnetisation suggests that at a low applied field the mag-
netisation axis rotates in the plane. The field sweeps were done along the hard axis to
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promote this. The same method was applied to measuring the effect out of the plane to
confirm the geometrical dependency matches the SHMR. The field sweeps also show
that the resistance levels out after the YIG saturation field is exceeded. From this we
see no significant effect due to the applied field strength meaning that any other mag-
netoresistive effects are negligible.

Figure 5.13: Angular rotation measurement on 2.5 nm platinum wire on 45 nm thick
YIG at 297 K. The field sweeps were found to produce resistivity changes that match
these rotations at room temperature and at 77K.

5.2.2 Field dependence

Metals exhibit magnetoresistance that is dependent on the strength of an applied field
[158]. To determine the effect of this the angular rotations were done at a range of
applied field strengths to determine how this impacts on the SHMR measurements. A
minimum of 0.1 T was found to be the minimum field that will saturate the YIG at
all temperatures. From the demagnetising factors the highest field required to saturate
bulk YIG out of the plane is 0.27 T. For the out of plane rotations 0.3 T was used and
compared with in plane rotations at the same field strength. The rotations were done
at 297 K up to 3 T for different thicknesses of platinum. An increase in the height of
the SHMR is seen in figure 5.14. As this difference is not due to the SHMR the total
resistance change as a function of applied field strength is plotted in figure 5.15. This
change is the sum of the SHMR and any other magnetoresistance effects.
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Figure 5.14: Angular in-plane rotations at 297 K on 1.7 nm platinum at 0.1 T and 3
T. As SHMR is field independent the difference between the measurements is due to
other magnetoresistive effects.

Figure 5.15: Total in-plane MR measured as a function of applied magnetic field. The
fit in red assumes a squared field dependence due to other magnetoresistive effects in
addition to the SHMR.

In figure 5.15 we see an increase in the total MR measured as the applied field
is increased. The data can be fitted assuming a B2 field dependence consistent with
Kohler MR [158]. The SHMR theory does not require any directly applied field in
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the platinum wire, only that the magnetisation direction of the YIG is saturated in the
desired direction. As the intercept is finite we can therefore conclude that the SHMR is
not due to any magnetic effects that are based on the strength of an applied field. This
additional MR is something that is considered when choosing the applied field for the
measurements. For this reason that the lowest possible field is chosen to rotate the YIG
magnetisation direction.

5.3 Temperature dependence

5.3.1 YIG thickness dependence

As the SHMR injects a spin current into the YIG it is important to measure the effect
on different thicknesses of YIG. If the SHMR is affected by the bulk magnetisation
then the downturn would be expected to influence the effect. At low temperatures the
magnetisation could be used to explain the downturn of the SHMR. To demonstrate
this is not the case a series of YIG thicknesses with a 2 nm platinum wire on each
were measured. These were grown and etched together to ensure consistency. The full
temperature dependence of the SHMR between 1.5-300 K is given in figure 5.16. At
individual temperatures we see a small variation between the different YIG thicknesses
however there is no clear pattern. This indicates that above 13 nm the YIG thickness
has no clear effect the SHMR value.

The small variations between each sample can be explained by small variations in
the YIG surface quality and subtle differences in the platinum grown on each. The
resistivity data for these are all similar. In terms of the SHMR theory the variation can
be attributed to either the spin Hall angle, the spin mixing conductance or the effective
interface area as a result of etching. The consistency of the temperature where the
maximum SHMR occurs indicates that the spin diffusion length is not the cause. For
the 13 nm sample the difference is greater which could be due to several reasons.
The spin current may be saturating or even reflected back from the GGG interface
and so suppressing the spin injection. Any GdIG in a different magnetic layer could
also give a significantly reduced spin mixing conductance. Finally the YIG could
also be etched by the acid enough to have dissolved through to the substrate in places
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.16: SHMR in platinum on different YIG thicknesses that all exhibit the same
general shape (a). Values selected at several different temperatures in (b) show no clear
pattern based on the YIG thickness above 13 nm.

and so reducing the effective surface area of the YIG/Pt interface. The temperature
dependence shows no significant difference above this thickness in the region where
the magnetisation experiences a downturn below 100 K. From this we conclude that
the SHMR is not affected by the bulk magnetisation. The magnetisation is therefore
expected to be bulk like at the surface and that the downturn is due to the bottom layer
of the YIG. Beyond a certain thickness this layer does not influence the spin injection at
the YIG/NM interface. The VSM measures the total moment from the whole sample.
To conclusively prove that the magnetisation at the interface is bulk like will require
an alternative measurement technique.

5.3.2 Field sweep temperature dependence

The first temperature dependence was determined from a study on a single 2.5 nm
wire. This was an un-etched sample grown on 45 nm YIG film. The field sweeps
done at each temperature are combined to give the temperature dependence shown in
5.17. The forward and reverse field sweeps show a close agreement. Here we see
the same temperature dependence shape that had been reported in the literature but
of a much smaller effect. This we attribute to the fact that the YIG was not properly
etched. The fit to the data is done by assuming a constant spin mixing conductance
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of 7.57 x 1014 Ω−1m−2 and a spin diffusion length that is modelled by equation 5.3
where a and b were constants. The second constant is to put a residual limit on the spin
diffusion length at 0 K similar to the mean free path. Fits without this constant were
unsuccessful. This is based on the Elliot-Yafet mechanism as described in chapter 2.
The spin Hall angle was also assumed to be independent of temperature and found to
be 0.044±0.002.

Figure 5.17: SHMR measured by performing field sweeps at different stable tempera-
tures. The fit in red is made using EY spin diffusion mechanism showing a good match
to the data across the full temperature range.

λ =
a

T + b
(5.3)

From this fit we see that the model is in excellent agreement with the data. The
fitting parameters are given in figure 5.19. The spin diffusion length is small at high
temperatures in comparison to the values initially reported in the literature [154; 159].
Attempts to fit the data with a higher spin diffusion length were unsuccessful. The spin
diffusion length also could not be modelled inversely proportional to the resistivity
directly as the change over the temperature range is insufficient.

The spin mixing conductance and the spin Hall angle can be altered to produce a
different fit. As the spin mixing conductance is reduced the spin Hall angle increases.
Taking the extremes by modifying equation 2.27 gives the fits shown in figure 5.19.
Here we see fits that are not as close matching with the data but still close enough
to be unable to determine the exact value of G. The spin Hall angle we obtained is
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Figure 5.18: Spin diffusion length for platinum calculated from the fitted data. The
blue fit is made using equation 5.3 using the optimum fitting parameters.

Figure 5.19: Extreme assumptions on the spin mixing conductance used to fit the
SHMR. The small change in fit when the extreme limits of spin mixing conductance
are used demonstrate the difficulty in extracting an exact value from the data.

considerably smaller than what was reported in the only other study at the time to
estimate it which was between 0.075-0.11 [159]. The spin mixing conductance is in
general agreement reported as 4 x 1014 Ω−1m−2. The reason for the different spin Hall
angle is the SHMR was measured to be much smaller. This was addressed by using
acid etching to improve the size of the SHMR and will be discussed later in the chapter.

5.3.3 YIG on YAG

The temperature dependence of the SHMR was also measured on a 2 nm platinum wire
made on twin pieces of 45 nm thick YIG grown on YAG and GGG substrates. These
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samples were both subjected to acid etching. The resistivity is similar as mentioned
previously and the YIG is 45 nm thick and so no difference would be expected. The
data in figure 5.20 shows little difference between the two substrates for the size of the
SHMR. There is however a move in the location of the maximum, shifted to a higher
temperature on the YAG substrate. The reason for this is unclear and so for consistency
GGG substrates were used for all other comparisons.

Figure 5.20: SHMR temperature dependence of a 2 nm platinum wire on YIG using
YAG (green) and GGG (red) substrates. The shift of the peak towards a lower temper-
ature for YAG substrates is not understood but could be due to surface roughness.

From this we conclude that YAG can be used as a suitable substrate to measure the
SHMR. This is despite the differences in the YIG that are seen in comparison to GGG
though the increased roughness does need to be considered especially if thicker films
are used.

5.3.4 Etching effects

Further studies on platinum were done using the split pair magnet cryostat giving much
better data than previously by doing a full rotation of the YIG magnetisation. The
etched YIG of different thickness showed an SHMR nearly four times larger that the
un-etched YIG in the previous section. This trend was seen on most samples with
etched YIG being generally consistent in the size of the effect and un-etched being
more variable. This we attribute to the YIG surface differing considerably after the
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annealing stage. A single batch of YIG made to compare the etching effect revealed
little difference. The temperature dependence is shown in figure 5.21.

Figure 5.21: Comparison of SHMR temperature dependence on 70 nm etched and un-
etched YIG. The peak in SHMR occurs at a slightly lower temperature for etched YIG
possibly due to surface roughness.

An additional pair of samples in this batch was used in the TEM experiments seen
in chapter 4. From this we see that the crystal structure on both the etched and un-
etched samples are good and the main difference is that the etching has increased the
surface roughness. The acid treatment on this removed only 2 nm of YIG yet the sur-
face can be seen by TEM from the previous chapter in figure 4.29 to have become
rougher. There is an increased upturn in the SHMR at low temperatures for the un-
etched samples. The origin of this is not known but could be linked to iron atom
contamination at the YIG interface. The small difference between the samples is that
the maximum in the SHMR is at a lower temperature for the etched samples. As men-
tioned the YAG substrates have higher surface roughness and so do the etched samples
here indicating that the roughness does make a small difference to the temperature
dependence.

5.3.5 Platinum thickness dependence

A full temperature study was conducted on a range of platinum thicknesses. The results
of this using the variable temperature method are illustrated in 5.22. These wires show
the same basic shape as all previous platinum results. The main difference between
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the platinum thicknesses is the size of the SHMR but still carries the same temperature
dependence.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.22: SHMR in platinum of different thicknesses and the fitted model based
on the Elliot-Yafet mechanism. The solid lines show the fits to each thickness are in
excellent agreement with the data with only minor deviations at low temperatures.

When this is plotted for an individual temperature in figure 5.23 we see the peak
in SHMR is at approximately 1.2 nm. This has been reported in the literature for
platinum and tantalum [160; 161]. An explanation put forward for the SHMR reaching
a maximum at a particular thickness is that the spin diffusion length is independent
of thickness [159]. The maximum SHMR being present at around 125 K for each
thickness contradicts this. The SHMR maximum is given when the spin diffusion
length is approximately double the thickness of the platinum.

Taking λ that follows the Elliot-Yafet mechanism, the fixed shape of the SHMR
curves dictates that it mush have a value that is dependent on thickness for a given
temperature. The fitting parameters used were a spin mixing conductance of 1015

Ω−1m−2 that is temperature independent and a spin diffusion length as given by equa-
tion 5.3. The spin Hall angle is modelled by the measured resistivity ρxx and a con-
stant, temperature independent, spin conductivity σxy. It has been suggested that the
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Figure 5.23: SHMR platinum thickness dependence at 297 K (red) and 77 K (blue). As
the SHMR has a maximum at approximately 1.3 nm this implies it is not a proximity
effect that would increase as thickness reduces.

spin conductivity has a temperature dependence related to the resistivity but this re-
mains to be clearly proved [162]. If this were the case then the spin Hall angle could
be roughly temperature independent. As the resistivity change is small over the given
temperature range we would expect there to be little difference between the models
until the platinum thickness approaches the bulk value.

θ = σxyρxx (5.4)

This was done for all the thicknesses and patterns were found for the different fit-
ting parameters. From this we see that the spin diffusion length at a given thickness
follows a linear trend with thickness. Part of this we can relate to the resistivity. As
the thickness reduces the resistivity increases and from the Elliot-Yafet mechanism we
would expect the spin diffusion length to decrease accordingly. This implies that sur-
face scattering is the dominant effect both for change and spin transport. We would
expect this to change as the spin diffusion length reaches a maximum value once bulk
resistivity is obtained. However this cannot be measured like this as the effect becomes
too weak to measure at such thicknesses. This may be possible if a way can be found
to amplify the effect by scaling the spin mixing conductance up. The spin conductiv-
ity shows a drop that begins to level out towards a fixed value. The spin Hall angle
follows the general trend of the resistivity with a correction made by the different spin
conductivity.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.24: Spin Hall conductivity (a), and spin Hall angle calculations determined
from the fitted curves in figure 5.23. The spin Hall conductivity becomes thickness
independent above 3 nm and the spin Hall angle is then determined by the resistivity
thickness dependence.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.25: Spin diffusion length used in the SHMR fits (a). Shown as a function of
thickness for two temperatures that suggests that the spin diffusion length is dependent
on the thickness of the platinum similar to the electron mean free path (b).

Other groups have shown similar temperature trends. It was suggested that the
spin diffusion length is a constant of 1.5 nm and that the shape is defined by the spin
Hall angle changing [159]. The important difference in this data is that the SHMR
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.26: Comparative work from the literature that show a different temperature
dependence to our results but a similar platinum thickness dependence. Taken from
[159] and [154] respectively.

does not increase as the temperature increases from 300 K and only starts to drop at
approximately 100 K. This is close to where our maximum is but this difference implies
a difference in the platinum. This is possible as it was grown in situ by sputtering and
without any surface treatment. We modelled the data for a 1.4 nm platinum wire with
a fixed spin diffusion length of 1.5 nm and spin mixing conductance of 1015 Ω−1m−2.
Using the measured SHMR values and these assumed parameters the spin Hall angle
could be determined. The corresponding spin Hall angle and spin conductivity are
shown in figure 5.27.

From this the spin Hall angle matches the general shape of the SHMR. This could
be a valid explanation however would require a justification of a temperature inde-
pendent spin diffusion length. This we do not agree with. However the two properties
could both be temperature dependent and so with two variables other experiments what
depend on these parameters would be needed to determine the individual trends.

The final variable that is assumed but not known is the spin mixing conductance.
This can be varied with little effect on the resulting spin diffusion length. It it the
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.27: SHMR fit with temperature dependent spin Hall angle with a temperature
independent spin diffusion length of 1.4 nm. The shape matches that of the SHMR
temperature dependence.

product of this and the spin conductivity that multiples to give the scale of the SHMR
so increasing one reduces the other. An experiment has been done to improve the spin
mixing conductance by using a NiO spacer between the YIG and platinum [163]. The
NiO is an insulating antiferromagnet and so spin mixing conductance happened at two
interfaces. It has been shown that the spin current can be injected into the NiO and
that this is more efficient that into the YIG alone. The spin Hall angle in platinum has
been estimated to be between 0.024 and 0.11 [164–166]. This is in agreement with the
values we see for our samples. The spin diffusion length is found to range from 0.5-10
nm which is in agreement with our values however the smaller spin diffusion lengths
still remain controversial [167–169].

Chien et al shows the same SHMR trend as we do and is done in a similar fashion
but with LPE grown YIG [154]. This suggests that the sputtering method we have
used is as good as the LPE whereas the PLD method used is not the same [159]. We
believe that some stage of the process is making a difference either to the platinum
or the interface. As no acid treatment is performed by the PLD method this could
be a reasonable explanation. The explanation given by Chien et al was that it is a
magnetic proximity effect. This we do not agree with. As the literature has shown a
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copper spacer is able to give a barrier to the proximity effect but the resistivity change
is still detected. To examine the possibility of magnetic proximity effect a spacer was
used between the platinum and YIG. For this both copper and gold were used. One
drawback is that the copper resistivity is more temperature sensitive and so a sufficient
temperature stability to conduct angular measurements is harder to achieve. Gold was
found to be less of a problem for this. Here we see the same angular dependency but
with a reduced size as expected due to the resistivity change only occurring in part of
the metal system. Gold is reported to have a spin Hall angle but this is expected to
be smaller than platinum and a large spin diffusion length so this should not make a
significant contribution [164].

Platinum wires with gold and copper spacers have given a temperature dependence
that demonstrates that the effect still works shown in figure 5.28. This is vital as the
spacer should eliminate the possibility of the magnetic proximity being present in the
platinum. These results show that the gold spacer is the best to replicate the SHMR
temperature dependence as the effect is larger with this spacer. This is expected as
the resistivity of gold is higher than cooper and so the total resistivity of the wire
is dropped by a smaller amount. The copper dilutes the resistivity sufficiently that
the effect becomes too small to get clear data by the dynamic temperature method
we used. Also the temperature dependence of the copper resistivity is such that the
smallest difference in temperature gives a change in the resistivity that is then confused
with the SHMR. the temperature difference between the actual sample and the cernox
becomes more problematic too.

In conclusion we have shown that the SHMR is present in platinum and that its
effect can be explained by the EY mechanism. This gives spin diffusion lengths that
are very small down to 0.4 nm. The thickness trend indicates that this small length scale
is due to the surface scattering. The spin Hall angle is found to be in the expected range
that has been reported in the literature. The variation of this as a function of thickness
could help to explain why there is considerable disagreement on the exact value. We
also find a minimum YIG thickness that is required to absorb the spin current that is
injected from the platinum.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.28: SHMR in platinum with spacers of gold and copper which demonstrate
the effect is observed with the platinum not in direct contact with the YIG. Copper
without platinum shows no SHMR as expected.

5.4 Spin Seebeck effect

Initially the SHMR was detected on YIG/Pt samples whereas SSE was not and so
SHMR became the main research area. After the SHMR effect became much larger
due to the YIG quality and acid etching the possibility of detecting the SSE was revis-
ited. A crude experiment was done on a YIG/Pt sample to determine if the effect was
measurable. The setup for this is shown in 5.29. The temperature gradient was gen-
erated by driving a current though a simple wire heater mounted under the hot copper
plate. The setup is crude with the temperature gradient determined by changing the
current and measuring the resulting difference with two thermocouples.

A temperature difference of approximately 30◦ C was made across the 8 mm long
YIG sample. Two wire bonds on opposite ends on the platinum wire measured the
voltage in the transverse direction. An applied magnetic field was then swept parallel
to the direction of the thermal gradient. A voltage change is detected as the field is
swept from parallel to antiparallel seen in figure 5.30.
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Figure 5.29: Experimental setup to measure the SSE on YIG/Pt sample. The sample is
mounted to the copper plates by silver paint with high thermal conductivity to allow a
large temperature gradient across a small 8 mm sample.

Figure 5.30: Transverse SSE voltage as the applied field is swept parallel to the tem-
perature gradient. The blue curve shows the YIG hysteresis loop measured by VSM.
These points coincide demonstrating the connection between the voltage in the plat-
inum and the magnetisation of the YIG.

The magnetisation data shows that the voltage change is coincident with the mag-
netisation of the YIG. This demonstrates that the voltage change is connected to the
YIG and is not due to artefacts like the Nernst effect [170; 171]. It is important to
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repeat this experiment with more precise equipment. The SSE has been reported more
widely in the longitudinal geometry and a large temperature gradient is needed to get
a small voltage. The sample is mounted on the copper plates with silver conductive
paint on the bottom of the substrate. This means there could be a small temperature
gradient in the vertical direction.

Finally the SHMR was measured with the four probe method with the applied
temperature gradient. This was to determine if there was any effect on the size of
the SHMR with a spin current already being carried across the YIG/Pt interface. No
noticeable change was detected and the experiment was ended to concentrate on the
SHMR. Further work on the SSE is being conducted by our collaborators using sam-
ples made by the author but results of these are not yet complete.
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CHAPTER 6

Spin Hall magnetoresistance in tungsten
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6.1 Resistivity

6.1.1 Growth parameters

Tungsten wires were deposited by sputtering using the masking technique described in
chapter 4. The wires are 200 µm wide and 3.5 mm long. Different parameters were
tested to find the variation with different power and pressure. The pressure was var-
ied between 2.4 and 20 mTorr and the power from 3 to 37 W. From this the optimum
conditions were found for tungsten that exhibits SHMR. A power of 3 W and an atmo-
sphere of 4.6 mTorr yielded a typical growth rate of 0.1 Å/s. The increased pressure is
used to give the much slower growth rate to allow contaminants in the chamber such as
oxygen to be incorporated into the metal. This has been suggested to be an important
factor in growing β phase tungsten [172; 173]. It also reduces the heating effect from
the plasma. Both of these effects help to promote the high resistivity tungsten with
different resistivity temperature dependence. It was found that the growth rate and re-
sistivity was not consistent like the platinum which can be attributed to several effects.
At 3W the power could not be lowered any further and sustain a plasma. The temper-
ature of the YIG surface is also believed to be important. The nitrogen shroud used to
reduce the water partial pressure also has the effect of cooling the wheel that holds the
samples. The wheel used for masks was found to produce the larger and more consis-
tent SHMR which can be attributed to the sample having better thermal contact with
the holder. Masks that were adapted to use the sheet film growth wheel demonstrated
platinum wires that were identical to the masking wheel but tungsten wires failed to
show any SHMR. To confirm the temperature issue a sample was grown in the masking
wheel without the spring loaded cap pushing on the back of the sample and providing
a strong thermal anchor. This sample yielded a wire that had a resistivity of 4.8 µΩcm
in comparison to 288 µΩcm for identical wires with the thermal contact. The low re-
sistivity showed no SHMR effect. The surface mobility of the tungsten atoms when
deposited will be higher at warmer temperatures and so help promote the growth of
ordered crystal structure. This is in keeping with what is seen with the resistivity.

A further experiment was conducted in an attempt to grow the tungsten in its beta
phase. This is done by using off axis sputtering. This had to be improvised as the
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sputtering system does not have a suitable mount. This is shown in figure 6.1 and can
only be used for sheet material. If a mask is placed over the YIG surface its thickness
is sufficient to stop the tungsten atoms having a path to the desired location. The sheet
film was then scored into a narrow rectangle and then measured for SHMR. No effect
was found and the resistivity was approximated to be 133 µΩcm. Several problems
were identified with this method. First the growth rate is hard to measure by XRR as
the film deposited has a variable thickness. This is due to the inconsistent distance
between the sample and the target. The backing for the sample is also not thermally
anchored to the plate. To promote the columnar nature of the beta phase it is desirable
to have the sample surface cold so that the atoms have a reduced surface mobility. This
locks them into the metastable state whereas heat allows the atoms to move towards
the α phase which is a more energetically favourable structure.

Figure 6.1: Off axis sputtering geometry for making sheet film beta phase tungsten.
The mounting is to have metal atoms contacting the substrate at a low angle of inci-
dence to promote the beta phase.

Tungsten in both α and β phases both produce high angle XRD peaks that have
been observed in the literature [174]. XRD as well as resistivity measurements are
required to distinguish beta phase from amorphous tungsten. We would also expect to
see superconductivity at a higher temperature. No evidence was found by XRD for the
beta phase or in the TEM images. Figure 6.2 shows no crystal structure evidence by
XRD performed on tungsten grown on GGG despite a long count time being used.

There was a problem observed with some of the tungsten samples after deposition.
On the thinnest samples of 2 nm or less there was a visible fading of the wires over
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Figure 6.2: XRD scan of 18.6 nm thick tungsten sheet film grown on GGG with 10
second count time. No peaks were observed except for the GGG suggesting that the
tungsten has no ordered structure.

time. This became noticeable several days after deposition. As they are individual
wires the thickness could not be confirmed to have changed. Closer inspection also re-
vealed that there are cracks and fragments missing on some of these including patches
that have faded and others that have not. Resistivity checks showed that the wires had
even had the conductivity broken along its length in places. The initial suspicion is that
these cracks were caused by a thermal shock as a result of being cooled too quickly in a
cryostat. The fading however did still occur on some of the wires without being placed
in a cryostat or being subjected to any high temperature changes. This fading looks
like it could be due to an oxidation process. As a consequence the tungsten wires were
measured as soon as possible after growth. As can be seen from the thickness depen-
dence the resistivity is not necessarily able to indicate if some degree of oxidation has
taken place. This could partially explain some of the difficulties and inconsistencies in
measuring the SHMR.

6.1.2 Thickness dependence

With the standard growth conditions multiple thicknesses were made as with the plat-
inum. The resistivity as a function of thickness can be seen for several different batches
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in figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Resistivity as a function of tungsten thickness. Samples taken from differ-
ent batches shown in red and blue. Above 7 nm thick the temperature coefficient of
resistivity becomes positive and behaves like a normal metal.

From this it can be seen that there is not the same pattern as for a normal metal.
This is due to the resistivity of the material being sufficiently high that the additional
surface scattering caused by reducing thickness makes only a small difference. The
resistivity does reduce as the thickness is increased but in more complex way. Above 7
nm the resistivity makes a sharp drop as the material begins to exhibit NM temperature
characteristics. The spin Hall angle of the tungsten could also be due to skew scatter-
ing and the side jump mechanism from any contaminants in the material. Oxygen and
nitrogen could be added to the tungsten during growth that contributes to the amor-
phous high resistivity and account for the variable nature of the resistivity. Between
growths the oxygen and nitrogen contents are measured before the argon gas enters
the chamber but cannot be monitored after the plasma is lit. The amount of impurities
and defects only needs to be small to produce a large spin Hall angle in materials such
as Cu99.5Bi0.5 [175]. The nitrogen content can also have a considerable effect on the
superconductivity of the material by raising the transition temperature. An experiment
was done to deliberately add oxygen to the chamber to promote β phase growth. The
minimum amount was 0.5 SCCM and tungsten was grown in this atmosphere with the
same argon amount. After growth the thickness was found to be 3 times thicker than
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expected. The material was also insulating. This indicates that tungsten oxide has been
grown instead.

6.1.3 Temperature dependence

The resistivity as a function of temperature for thin tungsten is shown in figure 6.4
(a). Here is is also seen that it deviates from the expected model for a NM. Instead we
see a small but rising increase in resistivity as the temperature is lowered. It has also
been shown that β phase tungsten undergoes a transition to the α phase after being
heated to approximately 400 ◦C. This was tried and the resistivity returned to its room
temperature value further indicating that our films are not metastable β phase.

(a) 3 nm thick (b) 12 nm thick

Figure 6.4: Resistivity temperature dependence of 3 nm, (a), and 12 nm tungsten wires
(b). The resistivity is much lower and has the opposite temperature coefficient of
resistivity for wires over 7 nm thickness.

Figure 6.4 shows the temperature dependence of two different thicknesses of tung-
sten on both sides of a phase transition. For 3 nm tungsten the resistivity increases as
it is cooled in comparison to the NM behaviour of the 12 nm wire. In the low tem-
perature region of the thin tungsten there is a sudden drop in resistivity just before the
minimum temperature of 1.5 K is reached. This is due to the tungsten approaching
its transition temperature for superconductivity. To investigate this properly a different
cryostat would be needed to reach the required temperature. The alpha phase is a type
I superconductor and has a transition temperature of 15 mK and a critical field of 12 x
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10−5 T [176; 177]. β phase has been shown to be as high as 4 K [178]. Studies have
also shown that amorphous material possesses superconductivity [179–181]. Some of
the resistivities also show a mixture of amorphous and NM state. If a current is driven
through a metal that is superconducting the effect of the SHMR is unknown. A spin
current can be transmitted by magnons without loss of energy but to inject it into the
YIG a charge current that does is needed. Superconducting material could eliminate
this inefficiency too.

6.2 SHMR properties

6.2.1 Field rotations

The field rotations fit with the sin2 angular dependence for the in-plane rotations at all
temperatures above 10 K as shown in figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: Angular dependency of the in-plane SHMR for 3.5 nm thick tungsten at 20
K for all three orientations. The fits show the expected sin2 trend at the correct angles
predicted by SHMR theory.

The in-plane angle is labelled α and the transverse and longitudinal out of plane
angles labelled β and γ respectively. At low temperatures the out of plane rotation
starts to deviate from the sin2 θ relation. Below this there was a large increase in the
effect on one sample that is not understood. This effect was shown by angular sweeps
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to be different from the SHMR as the sin2 θ fit is broken. Instead there is an additional
effect that is much larger and with different angular dependence that is seen in rotations
out of the plane.

Figure 6.6: Low temperature out of plane transverse rotation of 3.9 nm tungsten wire.
Measurement taken at 5 K. The data deviates from the expected pattern given by the
red sin2 θ curve.

The deviation from the expected trend suggests a secondary effect with a different
angular dependency. To demonstrate the effect field sweeps were taken that highlight
the temperature sensitivity of the effect in this region.

These sweeps show a very sharp rise as the temperature approaches 0 K. At 20 K
in figure 6.7 (a) we see a steep drop due to the SHMR and a small gradient beyond
its saturation. At 1.6 K in (b) the resistivity change of 60 x 10 −4 for rotation out of
the plane (angle β). The in-plane rotation did not show this increase as will be seen
later. This change is nearly an order of magnitude higher than what is expected from
the SHMR. As a result of this the data below 5 K is not valid for interpretation of
the SHMR fitting parameters. This additional effect was not found to be reproducible
and had considerable variation and so its origin is yet to be determined. From the
resistivity values of these two sweeps we can see that the resistivity is higher at 1.6
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.7: Out of the plane field sweeps taken at 20 K, (a), and 1.6 K (b). For the
measurement at 1.6 K there is an additional magnetoresistive effect that is much larger
than the SHMR making it difficult to measure accurately from field sweeps.

K and so there is no superconducting transition that could be responsible. It was also
noted that tungsten did not always produce the SHMR effect on YIG samples that were
known to work with platinum wires on the same surface. From this we can deduce that
the tungsten growth is the key factor rather than the quality of the interface that is the
main factor for platinum.

6.2.2 Thickness dependence

First measurements of the tungsten showed that the SHMR is present as in platinum
with the same angular dependence. This was done with the standard SHMR rig at
room temperature and 77 K under liquid nitrogen. The in-plane angular dependence
was found to match with theory. From this the thickness dependence shown in figure
6.8 is obtained. This data shows a similar shape as a function of thickness with the
maximum at approximately 3.5 nm in figure 6.8. This is double the maximum found
in the platinum which suggests that the spin diffusion length is larger. Additional
samples were tested in the cryostat that confirmed that this thickness dependence is
correct and consistent. There are differences between batches however that scale up
the effect. This is a problem for comparing samples between batches as the SHMR
size does not match as well as the resistivity. Additional samples were tested in the
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cryostat that confirmed that this thickness dependence is correct and consistent. There
are differences between batches however that scale up the effect. This is a problem for
comparing samples between batches as the SHMR size does not match.

Figure 6.8: SHMR thickness dependence of tungsten at 300 K and 77 K (blue). The
SHMR follows a similar thickness dependence as platinum but with a maximum that
occurs at a larger thickness of approximately 3.5 nm.

Figure 6.9: SHMR of 3.5 nm tungsten on different thicknesses of YIG. Measurements
taken at 297 K. No clear pattern can be identified however the 13 nm YIG film gives a
much lower effect which was also seen in platinum. The lower SHMR in the thickest
YIG sample s possibly a poor individual sample.

Different YIG thicknesses were also measured with a standard thickness of tung-
sten. These are the same YIG samples that were used in the previous chapter to mea-
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sure the YIG thickness dependence with platinum. The results from this are shown in
figure 6.9. Here we see a similar pattern to that which is seen by the platinum indicat-
ing that the effect is independent of YIG thickness above 20 nm. This data provides
an important test to eliminate the YIG thickness as a source for the inconsistency of
the YIG material. Other samples of different YIG thicknesses do show inconsistent
SHMR however this we attribute to the tungsten itself and not the YIG thickness.

6.2.3 Field dependence

The rotation measurements were tested as a function of applied magnetic field to deter-
mine the contribution due to other MR effects. We see that the SHMR increases with
applied magnetic field strength in a pattern similar to the platinum. In plane rotations
at 297 K shown in figure 6.10 demonstrate a considerable increase in the SHMR as the
field is increased to 3 T.

Figure 6.10: SHMR in-plane rotation as a function of applied magnetic field. Done at
297 K. The SHMR should be independent of field strength indicating that the differ-
ence here is due to an additional field dependent magnetoresistive effect.

To give a true measure of the SHMR resistivity change this extra effect needs to be
considered. This is plotted as a function of applied field in figure 6.11. For platinum
the effect could me modelled as Kohler magnetoresistance following a B2 relationship.
For tungsten we see a better fit is found for a linear field dependence. This could be an
indicator of weak localisation which is expected in disordered metals [182]. A com-
bination of both effects would be expected that could be confirmed by measurements
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at higher applied magnetic fields. The intercept provides the resistivity change that
would be seen if the magnetisation of the YIG is rotated without any applied mag-
netic field to the tungsten and therefore eliminate these other field strength dependent
magnetoresistive effects.

Figure 6.11: Total magnetoresistance measured by in plane rotation on 3 nm tungsten
wire as a function of applied magnetic field. The fits are given for Kohler MR, (red),
and weak localisation (black). Done at 297 K.

6.3 Temperature dependence

6.3.1 Tungsten SHMR

The full temperature dependence was measured on multiple samples. The general
trend is that the SHMR increases linearly as the temperature is lowered. At low tem-
peratures approaching 5 K there is a deviation from this that is not consistent. The
first experiments done by taking full rotations at a range of temperatures are shown
in figure 6.12. There is a small reduction in the SHMR at the low temperature end.
The rotations showed the sin2 angular dependence for the α and β direction for all the
measurements above 2.4 K. Below this temperature the effect increases considerably
out of the plane as seen in figure 6.7 This was done on 2 samples of different YIG
thickness but a tungsten wire of 3.5 nm thick.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.12: SHMR measurements as a function of temperature on 3.5 nm tungsten.
Measurements done on 200 nm, (a), and 65 nm, (b), thick YIG films that have been
etched both showing a linear trend with temperature.

The difference between the intensity of the SHMR suggests that there is a consid-
erable difference between the two interfaces or the tungsten itself. As the tungsten was
grown identically in the same cycle it is unlikely that the tungsten material itself should
be different. As has been shown the bulk thickness of the YIG itself should make no
difference to the SHMR. From this we attribute this to the top surface of the YIG. If
the acid etching did not remove all of the non-garnet like material after annealing on
the thicker YIG then this could have reduced the effective surface area of the interface
where spin mixing conductance can occur. The rotation was also done out of the plane
to confirm the size of the effect given by the red data points. We see a low temperature
deviation from the in plane measurements that is consistent with what is measured in
figure 6.7. The data fits a simple linear trend until approximately 2.4 K when the effect
suddenly increases up to 60 x 10−4. This is not part of the SHMR and this is confirmed
by the difference in the angular dependency. This large increase is only present in the
out of plane rotations.

The full temperature measurements were done using the dynamic temperature method.
This confirms the basic trend given by the angular measurements. Due to the deviation
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at low temperatures an angular rotation was done after the main scan to confirm that
the effects seen in the rotations were not present. This was done at 0.1 T to remove the
high field effects and with a current of 50 µA. The SHMR data for different tungsten
thicknesses as a function of temperature is shown in figure 6.13. The temperature de-
pendence of the resistivity for these wires is given in figure 6.14. These wires all show
the same high resistivity that increases as the temperature is lowered. No supercon-
ductivity downturn is observed in any of these wires above the minimum temperature
reached of 1.5 K.

Figure 6.13: Full temperature dependence of the SHMR on different thicknesses of
tungsten. Two fits are shown in blue and red for the EY mechanism. The thinner wires
could not be fitted due to the upturns in SHMR at the low temperature region being
incompatible with our models of spin diffusion length.

The same linear increase as the temperature is lowered is seen but the low temper-
ature region still shows some deviations that cannot be explained with any certainty.
The three thinnest tungsten wires show a sharp rise in the SHMR in the low tempera-
ture region instead of a flattening out as with most other samples. This makes fitting to
the theory impossible as the expected spin diffusion length model does not allow for
this. Ignoring this part of the data does not solve the problem as the maximum point
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Figure 6.14: Resistivity of different thickness tungsten wires as a function of temper-
ature. The general temperature dependence is consistent but the individual values do
not have a progressive trend as a function of thickness.

in the SHMR provides the boundary condition for the spin diffusion length. Without
this fixed point a whole range of values can be fitted to the linear part of the data.
The cause of this upturn is not understood and is attributed to the inconsistency of the
tungsten growth. As can be seen from the resistivity data it cannot be attributed to any
superconducting transition. A possible explanation is that the thinner wires contain
small regions of β phase tungsten. As this phase is metastable more of the amorphous
tungsten could be transitioning into the β phase. This would cause a large increase
in the spin Hall angle that would distort the SHMR temperature dependence. Fitting
the data using the same parameters as the platinum provide a different spin diffusion
length. The resistivity can be approximated to vary as 1/T and so the spin diffusion
length is modelled as proportional to temperature. From this the spin diffusion length
is linearly dependent on temperature following the Elliot-Yafet mechanism.

The spin Hall angle is smaller than platinum and depends on the thickness of the
material. The spin diffusion length is much larger reaching up to 10 nm and above 1 nm
for the two wires measured. We would expect this to become smaller for thinner wires
however this cannot be proved. The larger spin diffusion length is found in material
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.15: Spin Hall angle, (a), and spin diffusion length, (b), fits for 5 nm and 6.7
nm thick tungsten. The spin Hall angle changes very little as the resistivity change is
small and the spin diffusion length is found to increase linearly with temperature.

that is of a much higher resistivity that the platinum. As a result more research needs to
be done into the tungsten to explain how this is the case. In comparison to the literature
the spin Hall angle and spin diffusion length are of the right order of magnitude. The
exact values are more problematic due to the different phases. For β phase tungsten
the spin Hall angle is given between 0.4 and 0.33 [183; 184]. These are far higher than
our results and so we do not believe that we have made β phase tungsten. The spin
diffusion length is found to be between 3.5 nm and 0.45 nm at room temperature which
is also smaller than ours. For alpha phase tungsten the spin Hall angle is reported to
be between 0.0043 and 0.14 [185; 186]. The spin diffusion length is given as 1.5
nm but as the spin Hall angle is small publications often do not quote values for the
alpha phase. The measurements for spin Hall effects are often too difficult to make
[186; 187]. Amorphous tungsten is not used for spin Hall effects and so there is no
clear values given for this material. If there is small regions of β phase tungsten in the
predominantly amorphous material then the variation in the SHMR between batches
can be understood. The residual oxygen content is believed to influence the formation
of β phase tungsten [188–190]. The residual content in the sputtering chamber during
growth is small and cannot be measured or controlled during deposition but could
provide a means of obtaining a giant spin Hall angle.
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6.3.2 Amorphous and normal metal phases

An important difference found in tungsten on one batch gave contrasting resistivity
data. Two tungsten wires were grown on YIG of 3.9 nm and 5.5 nm thick. The thinner
wire had the same resistivity trend as other thin tungsten wires grown with the stan-
dard parameters. The thicker wire behaved like a normal metal shown in figure 6.16.
The thicker tungsten wire is of a much lower resistivity and behaves as a NM and so
provides a means of testing the EY mechanism in two data sets that should have dif-
ferent spin diffusion length temperature dependence. Also there is a noticeable upturn
in the resistivity in the low temperature region of the thicker tungsten wire. The mini-
mum resistance occurs at 37 K which is considerably higher in comparison to the same
thickness in platinum.

(a) 3.9 nm thick (b) 5.5 nm thick

Figure 6.16: Resistivity temperature measurements of two different tungsten wires.
Thicknesses of 3.9 nm (a), and 5.5 nm, (b) respectively that have opposite temperature
coefficients of resistivity.

The SHMR data shows a slightly different pattern to the previous samples for both
wires. The high temperature region shows a linear increase with reducing temperature
as before. However there is now a sharper downturn than has been seen previously.
This is present in both wires despite the differing resistivity with the thicker wire hav-
ing the later peak in SHMR. This maximum makes it easier to fit a model as it provides
a crucial boundary condition based on the ratio of thickness to spin diffusion length.
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The resistivity curves give us the following models for the spin diffusion length for the
thinner, equation 6.1, and thicker, equation 6.2 wires.

λ =
a

T + b
(6.1)

λ = aT + b (6.2)

Figure 6.17: SHMR of the tungsten wires and compared to platinum. The fits from the
EY mechanism are shown in brown which make a close comparison to the data. The
maximum in the tungsten SHMR occurs at a much lower temperature than platinum.

These fits are shown by the brown curves in figure 6.17 and are compared to a
platinum wire from the previous chapter. These fits assume a temperature indepen-
dent spin mixing conductance of 1015 Ω−1m−2 and constant spin conductivity. These
parameters are given in figure 6.18 and 6.19.

As the change in resistivity is small even compared to platinum over the tempera-
ture range measured this alone cannot account for the SHMR change which strongly
indicates that the spin Hall angle is not the dominant parameter. The different spin dif-
fusion length fits for similar SHMR dependence do offer an alternative mathematical
solution. For NM resistivity behaviour the SHMR can be fitted with a spin diffusion
length that is proportional to temperature. The tungsten wires produce similar SHMR
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Figure 6.18: Fitted spin Hall angle for tungsten and platinum wires. Trend follows
the resistivity temperature dependence for each individual wire with the amorphous
tungsten having the larger value.

Figure 6.19: Fitted spin diffusion length for tungsten and platinum wires based on EY
spin relaxation mechanism. For the thin tungsten wire this results in a linear temper-
ature dependence in contrast to the thicker tungsten that is inversely proportional to
temperature.

temperature dependence and so the spin diffusion length trend can be swapped round
for the different resistivity. From the formula for spin diffusion length the diffusion
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constant still retains the temperature dependence that is defined by the resistivity. To
obtain the linear dependence the spin relaxation time would be inversely proportional
to the momentum relaxation time to the third power as given by equation 6.3.

τsf ∝ T−3 (6.3)

No known mechanism has been proposed that follows this temperature relation
and so we discount it. These two wires have demonstrated the high variability of the
tungsten and that its growth nature is yet to be fully established. We are satisfied that
the SHMR is present in this material and that is is present in both amorphous and
NM resistivity material. The NM state in particular needs further study as there were
limited number of samples showing this behaviour. In other batches thicker wires were
made than those in this section and yet they still produced an amorphous state. This
low resistivity tungsten needs to be reproduced to confirm what is seen. It is also likely
that it needs to be on a similar thickness so that the SHMR can be measured. A much
thicker wire would be expected to form into the alpha phase however the SHMR would
be expected to be much smaller.

In conclusion tungsten has been demonstrated for the first time to exhibit SHMR.
It has given a new testing round for the SHMR theory to be used to explain the data.
We have demonstrated that this can be done with the EY mechanism for a different
resistivity temperature dependence. The tungsten is not yet fully understood however
and further research is needed to make the samples reproducible. The β phase also
remains elusive which if made could become the material of choice for the effect due
to its high spin Hall angle and superconductivity properties.

6.4 Other metals

Other metals were also investigated for the SHMR. Tantalum has already been shown
to have the effect and this was confirmed in our experiments [161]. The effect is
however very small barely making a rotation that could be detected. This is due to
a very narrow set of growth parameters needed to grow the tantalum and so was not
studied any further. Discussions with one of the authors of this publication revealed
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that the conditions required for the tantalum growth were very sensitive. This we
believe was the reason for the small size of the effect seen in tantalum as it was not
grown correctly. The resistivity was found to be very high and increased with reducing
temperature in the same manner as the thin tungsten.

Iridium manganese Ir80Mn20 is an antiferromagnet that has a significant spin Hall
angle [191]. This material was sputtered from a stochiometric target and the SHMR
was measured with the rotation method. This detected a weak effect but smaller than
expected shown in figure 6.20. The thickness was suspect as the metal is known to
oxidise which explains the high resistivity. An aluminium cap would prevent this but
to be thick enough to cover the surface the resistivity would be reduced so that the
effect would be too small to measure. A carbon cap was tried but no SHMR was
measured on this. The reason for this is unknown as the material was deposited by the
same method.

Figure 6.20: SHMR effect detected in IrMn. Measured at room temperature. The data
is crude due to the measurement method but does still show an obvious magnetoresis-
tance effect that is dependent on angle.

Copper Bismuth Cu99.5 Bi0.5 has a large spin Hall angle of 0.26 due to skew scat-
tering [175]. The bismuth is a much heavier element than the copper. The SHMR
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can be expected to have a much larger SHMR than platinum due to this larger spin
Hall angle. It also is far from the Stoner criteria in comparison to platinum and so the
magnetic proximity effect can be discounted completely. Measurements on this mate-
rial showed no SHMR. The reason for this is unclear and segregation of the bismuth
could be the cause. The skew scattering mechanism works when the bismuth atoms are
mixed in well with the copper and if the bismuth becomes concentrated the effect will
be diminished. This segregation is known to happen at just over room temperature.
The material is also not capped and the spin diffusion length is not known. To detect
a significant SHMR the thickness needs to be close to this size and for copper the spin
diffusion length is known to be in the micron range. The wires studied here we all less
than 10 nm. Despite this experiment failing it should be studied further as this will
give a much greater confidence to our explanation for the origin of the effect.
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Conclusions and future work
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7.1 Conclusions

The first key achievement of this work is the YIG growth process. This recipe has
been developed to produce a generally consistent set of samples that exhibit all the
fundamental properties of high quality YIG. The results demonstrate that this material
is able to be used for measuring the same SHMR effect as on that made by LPE.
Since our first publication this method has been cited by other groups and the method
reproduced for use in other spin research. The work done to improve the YIG growth
has therefore been successfully received by the wider scientific community and has
aided in spin current research both for the study of SHMR and other effects. As a
ferrimagnetic insulator YIG can be used on a much wider range of research beyond
SHMR. The YIG has also been requested and used for collaborative work by research
groups in Exeter, Cambridge and Regensburg for use in FMR, spin torque and spin
wave propagation experiments. Improvements to making it by a standard method that
can be replicated in most condensed matter laboratories will help to scale up and reduce
the costs of this research.

The SHMR has been reproduced and is found to be in general agreement with what
is found in the literature for platinum. Valuable lessons have been learned about the
important criteria that needs to be met in order to produce the best devices for this
effect. The temperature and thickness data have given a test of the SHMR theory with
different models for the spin relaxation. From this the spin diffusion length and spin
Hall angle has been estimated and linked to the thickness and resistivity of the plat-
inum. Some questions do still need to be resolved such as the possibility of magnetic
proximity effect. Our experiments using a spacer do suggest however that this is not
the case and that the magnetoresistance is not due to a proximity effect.

The SHMR has also been demonstrated for the first time in tungsten. This is found
to be of a similar magnitude to platinum but with a different temperature dependence.
The difference in the temperature dependence gives a new test of the theory as it needs
to be consistent for both metals. The further use of different metals that have different
transport properties will be the most logical way to unravel the full nature of the effect.
By gathering as much data from this we can be more confident in the models we
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have used to depict the spin properties. Adding tungsten to what is known forms
one piece of this puzzle that remains to be decisively proved. What we can conclude
is that the model adopted for platinum can be used to explain the effect in tungsten.
Inconsistencies in the tungsten SHMR still need to be resolved however, this can be
linked to a similar inconsistency in the tungsten growth itself that affects its basic
transport properties.

Although only touched on briefly in this work the SSE has also been demonstrated
to work in the same samples as for SHMR. This effect is now being studied in further
detail by our collaborators.

7.2 Future work

The YIG process has potential for refinement. There are other experiments that can
be done to examine the stoichiometry in further detail. This could include XPS and
high resolution STEM mapping. The magnetisation properties need to be investigated
further. The downturn in thin films is not fully explained. We believe that there is
diffusion of the substrate and YIG elements across the interface. It needs to be deter-
mined if this is the case and to what extent. Which elements are mixing and how far
do they penetrate through the neighbouring material. High resolution STEM mapping
may be able to see finer details of the chemical composition across the interface. To in-
vestigate the magnetic properties of the bottom layer of the YIG films a more sensitive
magnetometry method is needed as it cannot be done by simply taking measurements
of the bulk sample. We presently have an application to probe this magnetic ”dead”
layer using polarised neutron reflectometry (PNR). We suspect that this layer is caused
by a GdIG layer this material is also now being intentionally grown for comparison.
The YIG/NM interface can also be investigated and refined. AFM can be used for
chemical analysis [192]. The YIG surface has also been demonstrated to be improved
by heating before the platinum deposition [140].

The growth process can also be improved if the annealing and etching can be re-
placed. The annealing stage can be done in-situ that could speed up sample production
further. The deposition can even be done with a high substrate temperature that may
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make films that are epitaxial as grown. The issue would be the oxygen content of the
films as high temperatures in an oxygen atmosphere can cause oxidation of the sputter-
ing chamber components if in sufficient concentration. Atmospheric pressure air could
not be used in conjunction with sputtering. Acid etching is the most uncontrolled part
of the recipe and also the most dangerous to perform. Being able to eliminate this step
altogether would be ideal. As we have seen some thin YIG films have been found to
have the same spin mixing conductance as untreated films but this is not consistent
between batches. Alternative cleaning steps should be investigated to give the same
interface quality. These include ion milling and plasma oxidation.

The SHMR is not sufficient on its own to prove the value and temperature depen-
dence of the key parameters. There are too many unknowns and so the same devices
need to be used in other experiments that have a different relation to spin diffusion
length, spin Hall angle and spin mixing conductance. This would include FMR and
SSE. FMR experiments are currently underway both in our research group and with
collaborators. A comparison of these related effects could give a better indication of
which parameters are the dominate factor as a function of temperature.

As platinum is well established to exhibit SHMR with a similar temperature de-
pendence further studies need to be undertaken to explain some of the more subtle
differences. This could be due to the quality of the platinum crystal structure. The spin
Hall angle could therefore be affected by this and so the platinum could be made by
different methods on the same YIG material and compare the differences. To probe
the structure will be problematic as the wires have to be thin to give a large effect but
gives very little material to work with. XRD for example needs a sufficient amount of
material to produce intensity above the background level. High resolution TEM dark
field imaging can be used to show differences in diffraction patterns from the material.

In tungsten the nature of the material is of much greater interest as this has much
bigger implications for the spin diffusion length model. Refinement and better under-
standing of the growth process would hopefully answer some of these questions. In
particular the substrate temperature during the tungsten growth should be monitored.
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If the sample is cold during deposition this would favour freezing defects into the tung-
sten whereas heat helps the atoms to form into an ordered structure. This is due to the
atomic mobility on the surface as it is deposited. This temperature needs to be both
measured and controlled. Currently the temperature is lowered by the presence of the
liquid nitrogen shroud and heated by the plasma when the sample moves over the sput-
ter gun. Other proposals have suggested that the residual oxygen and other gas content
in the growth atmosphere may play a part in the tungsten growth. This would require
finer control over flow rates than our current systems. The oxygen is also believed to
be important in the formation of beta phase tungsten. If this can be achieved then the
SHMR could become a much larger effect to an order of magnitude higher than plat-
inum. Combined with efforts to improve the spin mixing conductance the effect could
find use in practical devices. This beta phase is going to require considerable work to
master. If successful it would also reduce the costs both of research and applications
as tungsten is relatively cheap in comparison to the heavy precious metals.
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